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Proceedings of the 2006 Symposium on Nuclear Data
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(Received May 29, 2008)
The 2006 Symposium on Nuclear Data was held at RICOTTI at Tokai-mura,
Ibaraki-ken, Japan, on 25th and 26th of January 2007, with about 80 participants. Nuclear
Data Division of Atomic Energy Society of Japan organized this symposium with cooperation
of North Kanto Branch of the society. In the oral sessions, presented were 6 papers on
topics of nuclear data needs for the fission reactor developments and non-energy nuclear
applications. In the poster session, presented were 16 papers concerning experiments,
evaluations, benchmark tests, applications, and so on. Tutorials on nuclear data, which were
for uses of covariance data and MVP code, were also done. Major part of those presented
papers is compiled in this proceedings.
Keywords: Nuclear Data, Symposium, Proceedings, Nuclear Reaction, JENDL, Experiment,
Evaluation, Benchmark Test, Cross Section, Nuclear Fuel Cycle
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1.

Introduction

The 2006 Symposium on Nuclear Data was held at RICOTTI at Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken, Japan, on 25th
and 26th of January 2007, with about 80 participants.

Nuclear Data Division of Atomic Energy Society

of Japan organized this symposium with cooperation of North Kanto Branch of the society.
The program of the symposium is listed below. In the oral sessions, presented were 6 papers on topics of
nuclear data needs for the fission reactor developments and non-energy nuclear applications. In the poster
session, presented were 16 papers concerning experiments, evaluations, benchmark tests, applications, and
so on. Tutorials on nuclear data, which were for uses of covariance data and MVP code, were also done.
Major part of those presented papers is compiled in this proceedings.

Program of Symposium on Nuclear Data 2006
Jan. 25(Thu.)
13:30-13:40
1. Opening Address
T.Yosiada (Musashi Inst. of Tech.)

13:40-17:20
2. Tutorial on Nuclear Data
2.1 Use of Covariance Data
M. Ishikawa (JAEA)
2.2 Use of MVP
T. Mori (JAEA)

Jan. 26(Fri.)
10:30-12:00
3. Nuclear Data Needs for Non-energy Applications
3.1 Critical Role of Nuclear Data in Nuclear Astrophysics
Y. Nagai (Osaka Univ.)
3.2 Cosmic-ray Transport Simulation in the Atmosphere
T. Sato (JAEA)
3.3 Nuclear Data Relevant to Single Event Upsets in Semiconductor Memories Induced by Cosmic-ray
Neutrons and Protons
Y. Watanabe (Kyusyu Univ.)

13:00-14:30
Poster session

㪄㩷㪈㩷㪄

14:30-16:00
4. Nuclear Data Requirements from Core Design
4.1 Nuclear Data Needs for Fast Reactors
G. Chiba (JAEA)
4.2 Nuclear Data Needs for Advanced Reactors
T. Yoshida (Musashi Inst. of Tech.)
4.3 Needs of Nuclear Data for Advanced Light Water Reactor
M. Chaki (Hitachi Ltd.)

16:00-16:10
1. Closing Address
T.Fukahori (JAEA)

Poster Session
13:00-14:30
P1. Recent Activities for MA Cross-Section Measurements
S. Nakamura (JAEA)
P2. Measurement of Neutron Capture Cross Sections of 139La, 152Sm and 191,193Ir at 55 and 144keV
Vuong Huu Tan (VAEC)
P3. Measurement of Charged-particle Emission DDX for Carbon with 14-MeV Incident Neutrons
K. Kondo (Osaka Univ.)
P4. Measurement of natZr (n,2n) Reaction Cross Section from the Angle Correlated Neutron Spectrum
with Pencil-beam DT Neutron Source
K. Shiken (Osaka Univ.)
P5. Neutron-Production Double-Differential Cross Sections for 150 MeV Neutron-Incidence on Fe
H. Arakawa (Kyushu Univ.)
P6. Calculation of Fission Yield by Macroscopic-Microscopic Method Based on Selective Channel
Scission Model
M. Ohta (JAEA)
P7. Analysis of the 24Mg(t, p) reaction in the incident energy Et=1.5-3.5 MeV
T. Murata (AITEL)
P8. Effect of Effective Interaction Potentials Used in Quantum Molecular Dynamics on Nucleon-induced
Reactions
D.N. Kadrev (Kyushu Univ.)
P9. Nuclear Data Evaluation of 206Pb for Proton- and Neutron-induced Reaction in Energy Region from
20 to 200 MeV
T. Kajimoto (Kyushu Univ.)

㪄㩷㪉㩷㪄

P10. Prompt Time Constants of a Reflected Reactor
T. Ye (Kyusyu Univ.)
P11. Design of MA-loaded Core Experiments Using J-PARC
T. Sugawara (JAEA)
P.12. Analyses of Benchmark Experiments at FNS with Recent Nuclear Data Libraries
K. Ochiai (JAEA)
P.13. Development of Burn-up Calculation System for Fusin-fission Hybrid Reactor
M. Matsunaka (Osaka Univ.)
P.14. Nuclear Heating Calculation for the High Flux Test Module in IFMIF
D. Kaku (Kyushu Univ.)
P.15. Sensitivity Analysis of Actinide Decay Heat Focused on Mixed Oxide Fuel
N. Hagura (Musashi Inst. of Tech.)
P.16. Neutron Multigroup Constant Sets of Moderator Materials for Design of Low-Energy Neutron
Sources
Y. Abe (Kyoto Univ.)

㪄㩷㪊㩷㪄

2.

Papers Presented at Oral Sessions

㪄㩷㪌㩷㪄

Critical Role of Nuclear Data in Nuclear Astrophysics
Y. Nagai, T. Shima, A. Tomyo, H. Makii, K. Mishima, M. Segawa, H. Ueda, Y. Temma
Research Center for Nuclear Physics, Osaka University, Ibaraki, Osaka 567-0047
e-mail:nagai@rcnp.osaka-u.ac.jp
T. Ohsaki, J. Nishiyama and M. Igashira
Laboratory for Nuclear Reactors, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Meguro, Tokyo 152-8552
Accurate data of the photon-, alpha-, and neutron-induced reaction cross sections of a nucleus at
astrophysics relevant energy are necessary to construct stellar models of nucleosynthetic yields of stars
to trace the history of Galaxy. The cross section measurements of the 4He(J,xnyp), 12C(4He,J)16O, and
62

Ni(n,J)63Ni reactions were carried out using a quasi-monoenergetic pulsed photon beam with a newly

developed 4S time projection chamber, a pulsed intense alpha beam with a newly installed high
efficiency NaI(Tl) spectrometer, and a pulsed keV neutron beam with a high sensitive anti-Compton
NaI(Tl) spectrometer, respectively. The present results were compared to previous data, recent
theoretical calculations, and their astrophysics impacts were discussed.

1. Introduction
The photodisintegration reaction and its inverse reaction on few body systems provide important
information both on nuclear astrophysics and nuclear physics. In fact, the proton and/or neutron capture
reactions and/or their reverse reactions on light nuclei at a temperature relevant to the primordial
nucleosynthesis are key reactions in estimating the primordial light element abundance in the early
universe, and the remaining uncertainties of these reaction cross sections give rise to the uncertainties in
the estimated abundance mentioned [1]. From a point of view of nuclear physics, J-ray transitions
following radiative and/or inverse reactions relevant to the primordial nucleosynthesis such as p(n,J)2H
and 2H(n,J)3H reactions are characterized as being hindered and/or forbidden transitions in an impulse
approximation [2]. The 2H(n,J)3H cross section for thermal neutron is very small [3], 1/660 of that for
proton, due to the nuclear structures of 2H and 3H, and the electromagnetic transition proceeds via a small
component of wave functions. The cross section has not ever been measured at keV energies, and
therefore it is quite interesting to measure it to learn the role of sub-nucleonic degrees of freedom in the
reaction process with increasing the neutron energy. The photodisintegration study of 4He could provide

㪄㩷㪍㩷㪄

useful information on the scenario of the rapid process nucleosynthesis induced by neutrino driven wind
from a nascent neutron star [4], and of the delayed supernovae explosion [5], where the neutrino heating
by its interaction with 4He would influence the explosion process [6]. Here, the neutrino-nucleus
interaction is analogous to the electromagnetic interaction with a nucleus via an E1 transition [7]. In
nuclear physics, the photodisintegration of 4He, the lightest self-conjugate nucleus with closed shell
structure, has been a quite interesting subject, since the study could provide a testing ground for theory on
NN, three-body forces and collective nuclear motion [8]. In addition, the cross section ratio of the 4He(J,p)
to 4He(J,n) in the giant dipole region has been used to test the validity of the charge symmetry of the
strong interaction in nuclei [9]. So far, the photodisintegration cross sections of 4He were measured in the
energy range from 20 to 215 MeV using quasi-monoenergetic photon beams and/or bremsstrahlung
photon beams [10]. Although above 35-40 MeV most of the old 4He(J,p)3H and 4He(J,n)3He data agree
with each other within their respective data sets, they are controversial especially in the peak region of 2526 MeV, and show either a pronounced GDR peak or a fairly flat excitation function, requiring a new
precise measurement. It should be mentioned that the systematic uncertainties of the old data seem to be
much larger than the statistical uncertainties. Theoretical calculations also predict different cross sections
in the region of the electric dipole resonance (25a26 MeV) [11].
The

12

C(D,J)16O reaction cross section at the center-of-mass energy Ec.m. of 0.3 MeV, Vtot.(Ec.m=300),

plays an important role in determining the mass fraction of 12C and 16O after stellar helium burning, the
abundance distribution of elements between carbon and iron, and the iron-core mass before super-nova
explosion [12]. The direct measurement of the Vtot.(Ec.m.=300), however, is not possible using current
experimental techniques, since the Vtot.(Ec.m.=300) is very small of a10-17 b [13]. Hence, Vtot.(Ec.m.=300) is
derived by extrapolating a measured cross section at Ec.m.  1.0 MeV into the range of the stellar
temperature with use of theoretical calculations [14]. The Vtot.(Ec.m.=300) is considered to be dominated by
direct electric dipole (E1) and electric quadrupole (E2) D-capture reactions into the ground state of

16

O

[15]. Because of the different energy dependence of the VE1(Ec.m.) and VE2(Ec.m.) it is necessary to
separately extrapolate the VE1(Ec.m.) and VE2(Ec.m.) to obtain the total cross section of the

12

C(D,J)16O

reaction at Ec.m.=0.3 MeV, Vtot(Ec.m.=300). Despite extensive studies of the angular distribution
measurement, there remain significant uncertainties of VE1(Ec.m.) and VE2(Ec.m.) [16].
Comparison of observed elemental abundance of various metallic stars with calculated nucleosynthetic
yields based on stellar nucleosynthetic models provides crucial information to finally construct models for
chemical evolution of galaxies [17]. According to the recent estimation of the nucleosynthetic yields of
massive stars, several isotopes such as

61

Ni,

62

Ni and

㪄㩷㪎㩷㪄

64

Ni are overproduced, and one of the largest

overproductions is

62

Ni [18]. The origin of the overproduction is considered to be due to residual

uncertainties in the stellar models and/or in the nuclear physics inputs used for the calculation such as the
neutron capture cross-section of Ni isotopes.
Because of the nuclear astrophysics and nuclear physics interest we determined the cross sections of the
4

He(J,xnyp),

12

C(4He,J)16O, 2H(n,J)3H, and

62

Ni(n,J)63Ni reactions with small systematic uncertainty by

developing a new measurement system, as described below.

2. Experimental Method
2.1 Photodisintegrations of 4He
The 4He photodisintegration cross section was performed at the National Institute of Advanced Science
and Technology at Tsukuba by using pulsed laser Compton backscattering (LCS) photons, and a newly
constructed time projection chamber (TPC) with an active He target, which allowed to simultaneously
measure the (J,p) and (J,n) reaction channels [19]. There are several key points in the present method to
obtain real events with a large signal to noise ratio. Real events are only produced along the photon axis
with a diameter of 2 mm, when a pulsed photon beam entered the TPC, we could obtain information on
the track shape of a charged fragment, energy loss deposited by the fragment, and the reaction point,
necessary to clearly identify the event, angular distribution of a fragment, using the TPC, and the solid
angle is large, nearly 4S, and the detection efficiency is as high as 100% [20]. The photodisintegration
cross section of 4He is given as products of the reaction yield, the number of 4He target, the incident LCS

J-ray flux, and the detection efficiency of the TPC. The target number was obtained by measuring the gas
pressure and temperature in the TPC, and the efficiency was determined by using the 241Am D-ray source.
The reaction yield and the incident J-ray flux were obtained by referring to the track shape of charged
fragment from the reaction together with its pulse height, and by measuring the J-ray spectrum by means
of a BGO detector.
2.2 12C(D,J)16O reaction
The differential cross sections of the 12C(D,J)16O reaction have been measured at center-of-mass energy
of 1.4 and 1.6 MeV with a new measurement system installed at the 3.2 MV Pelletron accelerator
laboratory of the Research Laboratory for Nuclear Reactors at Tokyo Institute of Technology [21]. We
used an intense pulsed D-beam together with three anti-Compton NaI (Tl) spectrometers. The
spectrometer was heavily shielded against neutrons from the 13C(D,n)16O reaction and background J-rays
produced by thermalized neutrons capture reaction by various materials in the measurement room. It was
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essential to use a pulsed D-beam to get rid of neutron induced background from

13

C(D,n)16O from real

events due to 12C(D,J)16O with a time-of-flight method [21]. Note that a small amount of 13C is known to
produce significant amounts of background since the cross section of the 13C(D,n)16O reaction is about 107
times larger than that of the

12

C(D,J)16O reaction. In addition, preparation of the enriched targets which

could stand against an intense beam was crucial since we used an intense D-beam. We measured the
Rutherford backscattering spectrum of D-particles from targets to obtain the flux of incident D-beam and
monitor any change of the target thickness during measurements.
2.3 2H(n,J)3H and 62Ni(n,J)63Ni reactions
The (n,J) cross sections for 2H [22] and 62Ni [23] at keV energy were measured using pulsed neutrons at
the 3.2 MV Pelletron accelerator at Tokyo Institute of Technology. A discrete J-ray promptly emitted
from the neutron capture reaction by deuteron was detected by means of an anti-Compton NaI(Tl)
spectrometer [24]. Gold was used to normalize the neutron capture cross section of a sample, since the
cross section of Au is well known within an uncertainty of 3 %.

3. Results
3.1 Cross section of the 4He photodisintegration reactions
Using the reaction yield, the photon flux, the target number of 4He, and the detection efficiency of the
TPC mentioned above, we could obtain the photodisintegration cross section of 4He. Here, in order to
learn about any possible systematic uncertainty of the present experimental method, we measured the
photodisintegration cross section of deuteron using CD4 gas at EJ=22.3 MeV. Note the reaction cross
section has been well known with good accuracy. The obtained result is in good agreement with old data
and with a theoretical value [25], confirming the validity of the new method including its analysis.
The thus obtained cross sections for the (J,p) and (J,n) reactions on 4He are shown together with previous
data and theoretical calculations in Fig. 1 [20]. They increase monotonically with increasing the J-ray
energy up to 30 MeV, and do not show a prominent peak in the region of 25 a26 MeV, contrary to several
old data and a recent theoretical calculation [11]. The cross section ratio of the (J,p) to the (J,n) reactions
derived from the present measurement agrees with the expected value assuming the charge conservation
of the strong interaction in nuclei.
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3.3 Cross sections of the 2H(n,J)3H and 62Ni(n,J)63Ni reactions
The present result of the 2H(n,J)3H reaction is shown in Fig. 2 together with theoretical calculations
based on the Faddeev approach and the pionless effective field theory [22].
The cross section of the

62

Ni(n,J)63Ni reaction was precisely measured in the neutron energy

range from 5.5 to 90 keV and obtained the MACS at 30 keV as being 37.5r2.5 mbarn
(preliminary), about 3 times larger than the value used for the nucleosynthetic yield estimation of
massive stars [18]. This large MACS could solve the longstanding problem of the overproduction
of 62Ni in the yield estimation.
4. Summary
We have successfully measured the photodisintegration cross section of 4He (in addition, 2H and 3He)
by constructing a new measurement system with a small systematic uncertainty. The present studies for
the direct simultaneous measurements of these nuclei solved a longstanding problem of the discrepancy of
the existing 4He two-body photodisintegration cross sections. Further theoretical developments are highly
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required to get deeper insight of the obtained excitation function of the 4He photodisintegration. We also
succeeded to measure the J-ray angular distribution from the 12C(D,J)16O reaction to the ground state of
16

O by installing also a new measurement system with use of an intense pulsed D-beam together with high

sensitive anti-Compton NaI(Tl) spectrometers at Ec.m.=1.4 and 1.6 MeV. The neutron capture cross
sections of 2H and 62 Ni were measured at keV energies using a pulsed neutron beam with use of a prompt
J-ray detection method. These data are important in the nucleosynthetic yield estimation in the primordial
nucleosynthesis and stellar nucleosynthesis. They also serve as a testing ground of various theoretical
calculations.
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Abstract
Estimation of cosmic-ray neutron spectra in the atmosphere has been an essential issue
in the evaluation of the aircrew doses and the soft-error rates of semiconductor devices. We
therefore performed Monte Carlo simulations for estimating neutron spectra, using the PHITS
code coupled with the nuclear data library JENDL-High-Energy (JENDL/HE) file or the
intra-nuclear cascade (INC) model for simulating high-energy neutron and proton induced
nuclear reactions. The calculated spectra based on JENDL/HE agree with measured data very
much for a wide altitude range even at ground level. On the other hand, the calculation
adopting INC generally overestimates the measured data, especially at lower altitudes. These
tendencies indicate that JENDL/HE can play an important role not only in the cosmic-ray
transport simulation, but also in the deep-penetration simulation for the shielding design of
high-energy accelerator facilities, since the two simulations have a lot of similarities with
respect to the source terms, shielding properties and so on. The incorporation of the
pion-production channels into JENDL/HE will be very helpful in the future study of radiation
protection dosimetry.

1. Introduction
In the last decade, radiation protection for aircrews against terrestrial cosmic-rays was one of the
most intensively discussed dosimetric issues. Furthermore, increasing attention has been paid to the soft
errors of semiconductor devices induced by the cosmic-rays even at the ground level, since the recent
miniaturization of the devices causes a rapid decrease of their critical charges. These radiation effects are
predominantly triggered by neutrons produced by nuclear reactions between the cosmic-rays and
atmospheric components. Therefore, estimation of cosmic-ray neutron spectra in the atmosphere is an
essential issue in the evaluation of the aircrew doses and the soft-error rates (SERs).
A number of studies have been devoted to the estimation of the neutron spectra1-4) by performing
atmospheric propagation simulations of cosmic-rays. However, the cosmic-ray neutron spectra depend not
only on the atmospheric depth, cut off rigidity and solar modulation (referred to here as global conditions)
but also the structure of the aircraft5) and the water density around the point of interest2) (referred to here as
local geometries) in an intricate manner, and none of the existing models are able to reproduce the
measured neutron spectra at any location and time with satisfactory accuracy. One reason for causing the
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difficulty in reproducing the measured data is that the atmospheric propagation simulation of cosmic-rays
requires a very sophisticated nuclear reaction model for high-energy neutrons, since the atmosphere is very
thick, approximately 1000 g/cm2, and even a slight inaccuracy in the calculated transparency of
high-energy neutrons triggers a huge discrepancy of the neutron spectra at the end of the atmosphere i.e.
sea level. For instance, it is known that the simulation employing a widely-used nuclear reaction model of
the intra-nuclear cascade6) (abbreviated to INC, hereafter) generally overestimates the cosmic-ray neutron
spectra at sea level.
With these situations in mind, we have calculated the cosmic-ray neutron spectra by performing
Monte Carlo particle transport simulation in the atmosphere based on the Particle and Heavy Ion Transport
code System PHITS7,8), utilizing the latest version of the nuclear data library JENDL-High-Energy File9,10)
(abbreviated to JENDL/HE, hereafter). Similar simulation but employing INC instead of JENDL/HE was
also performed in order to figure out the dependence of the cosmic-ray neutron spectra on the nuclear
reaction model. Based on a comprehensive analysis of the simulation results, we proposed analytical
functions to predict the cosmic-ray neutron spectra at any global condition at the altitudes below 20 km,
considering the local geometry effect.
The details of the calculated results together with the derivation and verification of the analytical
function had already been reported in our previous paper11). Hence, this paper focuses on the discussion
about the role of the nuclear reaction models in the atmospheric-propagation simulation of cosmic-rays by
comparing between the neutron spectra obtained by the simulations employing JENDL/HE and INC.
2. Simulation Procedure
The earth system virtually constructed in our simulation is depicted in Figure 1. The earth was
represented as a sphere with the radius of 6378.14 km, and its composition was assumed to be 59.2%
oxygen, 28.0% silicon, 10.6% aluminum and 2.2% hydrogen by mass. This constitution corresponds to
60% SiO2, 20% Al2O3 and 20% H2O by mass. The particles arriving at 1000 g/cm2 below the ground level
were discarded in the simulation for reducing the computational time, since there are few albedo neutrons
from so deep underground to the atmosphere. The atmosphere was divided into 28 concentric spherical
shells, and its maximum altitude was 86 km. The densities and temperatures of each shell were determined
referring to the US-Standard-Atmosphere-1976. The atmosphere was assumed to be composed of 75.4%
nitrogen, 23.3% oxygen and 1.3% argon by mass above the altitude of 2 km, and additionally, 0.06%
hydrogen by mass below this altitude due to the existence of water vapor. Note that argon was replaced by
the atom with the same mass number – calcium – in our simulation, since JENDL/HE does not yet include
the data for argon.
In the simulation, cosmic-rays were incident on the earth system from the top of the atmosphere, i.e.
from the altitude of 86 km. Proton, alpha and heavy ions with charges up to 28 (Ni) were considered as the
source particles, although the contributions of heavy ions to the cosmic-ray neutron spectra are generally
small. The incident cosmic-ray spectra for the 30 conditions – 15 geomagnetic fields with the vertical
cut-off rigidities from 0.1 to 14 GV at the solar minimum and solar maximum periods, respectively – were
considered in our simulation, and the spectra were calculated by the CREME96 code12).
The atmospheric propagation of the incident cosmic-rays and their associated cascades was
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simulated by the PHITS code, which can deal with the transports of all kinds of hadrons and heavy ions
with energies up to 200 GeV/n. As mentioned before, the simulation was performed alternatively by
employing JENDL/HE or INC for high-energy neutron and proton induced nuclear reactions. The reaction
models adopted in each simulation are summarized in Figure 2. Note that the pion-production channels are
excluded from the database of JENDL/HE used in the PHITS simulation, and hence, the transports of pions
and the associated particles with their decay – muon, photon, electron and positron – were not considered in
our simulation.
3. Results and Discussion
Figure 3 shows the comparisons of the calculated neutron spectra with the corresponding
experimental data obtained by Goldhagen et al.13) and Nakamura et al.14). The statistical errors in the values
obtained by the simulation are generally small – approximately less than 5% and 20% for the high altitude
and ground level data, respectively, except for very high and low energies. The spectra predicted by the
analytical functions based on the JENDL/HE data, which were proposed in our previous paper11), are also
plotted in the figures.
Two peaks around 1 MeV and 100 MeV can be observed in every spectrum. The former is attributed
to neutrons emitted by the evaporation process, while the latter is to those produced by the pre-equilibrium
and intra-nuclear cascade processes. The peaks at the thermal energy can be found only in the spectra at the
ground level, since they are predominantly composed of the earth’s albedo neutrons.
It is evident from the figure that the simulation employing JENDL/HE can reproduce the
experimental data for all the calculated conditions very well. On the other hand, the simulation adopting
INC generally overestimates the measured data, especially for lower altitudes. This discrepancy is
predominantly attributed to the tendency of INC to over-predict the yields of high energy secondary
particles knocked out by nuclear reactions of light nuclei such as nitrogen and oxygen. As an example to
show the difference between JENDL/HE and INC, the neutron and proton spectra produced from the 150
MeV neutron-induced nuclear reaction of oxygen calculated by the two models are plotted in Figure 4. It is
obvious from the figure that INC gives larger values for both the neutron and proton yields at high energies
than JENDL/HE does. This tendency causes the over-prediction of neutron fluences in deep-penetration
calculations such as the cosmic-ray propagation simulation in the atmosphere.
It is also found from Fig. 3 that the analytical functions are substantially superior to the Monte Carlo
simulation in reproducing experimental data at lower energies, although they were proposed based on the
simulation data obtained by PHITS coupled with JENDL/HE. This is because the local geometry effect on
the spectra is precisely considered in the analytical calculation, providing the water density in ground or the
mass of aircraft to the functions. Using the analytical functions, we have developed EXcel-based Program
for Calculating Cosmic-ray Spectrum (EXPACS), which can calculate not only cosmic-ray neutron
spectrum but also the corresponding effective dose and ambient dose equivalent for any locations in the
world. The software has been opened for public from its web site15).
4. Conclusions
The cosmic-ray neutron spectra were calculated by performing the atmospheric-propagation
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simulation by the PHITS code coupled with JENDL/HE or INC. The calculated spectra based on
JENDL/HE agree with measured data very much for a wide altitude range even at ground level. On the
other hand, the calculation adopting INC generally overestimates the measured data, especially at lower
altitudes. These tendencies indicate that JENDL/HE can play an important role not only in the cosmic-ray
transport simulation, but also in the deep-penetration simulation for the shielding design of high-energy
accelerator facilities, since the two simulations have a lot of similarities with respect to the source terms,
shielding properties and so on. In the future, we plan to calculate the photon and charged-particle spectra in
the atmosphere, applying the Monte Carlo simulation technique established by this work.
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Figure 1 Earth system virtually constructed for the atmospheric-propagation simulation of cosmic-rays
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Figure 2 Nuclear reaction models employed in the atmospheric-propagation simulation of cosmic-rays
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Figure 3 Calculated and measured neutron spectra in the atmosphere. The values of d and rc are the
atmospheric depth and the cut-off rigidity, respectively, while smin and smax indicate the solar minimum and
maximum, respectively.
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Figure 4 Neutron and proton spectra produced from the 150 MeV neutron-induced nuclear reaction of
oxygen calculated by JENDL/HE and the INC model implemented in PHITS.
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The role of nuclear data is examined in the study of single event upset (SEU) phenomena in
semiconductor memories caused by cosmic-ray neutrons and protons. Neutron and proton SEU cross
sections are calculated with a simplified semi-empirical model using experimental heavy-ion SEU
cross-sections and a dedicated database of neutron and proton induced reactions on 28Si. Some impacts of
the nuclear reaction data on SEU simulation are analyzed by investigating relative contribution of
secondary ions and neutron elastic scattering to SEU and influence of simultaneous multiple ions emission
on SEU.
1. Introduction
In recent years, cosmic-rays induced single-event upsets (SEUs) have been recognized as a key
reliability concern for microelectronic devices used not only in space but also at the ground level or in
airplanes at higher altitude. The SEU is one of the transient radiation effects by which the memory state of
a cell can be flipped from a 1 to a 0 or vice versa, resulting in malfunction. As illustrated schematically in
Fig.1, the SEU is initiated by the interaction of incident cosmic-ray particles with materials in
microelectronics devices. Then, light-charged particles and heavy recoils are generated via the nuclear
reaction with a constituent atomic nucleus, mainly 28Si, and then deposit the charge in a small sensitive
volume (SV) of the device. The deposited charge is collected at one of the nodes keeping the memory
information and the resulting transient current generates an SEU. Knowledge on nuclear physics and
radiation physics is indispensable to understand well these elementary processes in the SEU phenomena.
Particularly, nuclear reaction data play an essential role in estimating the SEU rate accurately, because the
nuclear interaction takes place in the first stage of the SEU process.
So far, we have studied the SEU as one of the applications of high-energy nuclear data [1,2]. A dedicated
nuclear reaction database was created using available nuclear data and theoretical model calculations, and
was applied to calculations of nucleon-induced SEU cross sections using a semi-empirical model based on
SV concept mentioned below. The results were compared with experimental SEU cross sections, and
influences of nuclear data on the SEU simulation were investigated.
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Fig.1 Schematic illustration of SEU phenomena
In this report, our recent work on SEU is summarized. The Monte Carlo simulation method is described
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in sect. 2. In sect. 3, the calculated SEU cross sections are compared with experimental data. In sect. 4, we
discuss the incident energy dependence of secondary-ion dependent SEU fraction and the effect of neutron
elastic scattering and simultaneous multiple ions emission on SEU. Finally, a summary and future outlook
is given in sect.5.
2. Monte Carlo simulator based on sensitive volume concept
Figure 2 illustrates a general flow chart of SEU
Device
Cosmic-ray
simulation. Our calculation model [2] uses a well-known
structure
Spectrum
memory cell geometry having a sensitive volume (SV) of
rectangular parallelepiped shape as shown schematically
Atomic database
Charge
in Fig.3. The SV is defined as the volume containing all
Charge
Nuclear
䋨stopping power
deposition
reaction
deposition
and range䋩
the charges deposited by secondary ions generated from
database
calculation
calculation
the interaction between an incident nucleon and 28Si,
SRIM code, etc.
which are ultimately collected by a memory node and
Nuclear model
Charge
Chargetransport
transport
calculation and
and
induce an SEU. One of the important physical quantities
andcollection
collection
experimental data
Qcollection t Qc
relevant to the SEU is the distribution function of the
energy Ed deposited in the SV. It is hereinafter denoted
Q : Critical charge
Upset
cross
section
Upset cross section
Soft-error
Soft-errorrate
rate
by f ( E in , E d ) , where Ein is the incident energy. It is
characterized by the nuclear reaction, particularly energy
Fig. 2 Flow chart of SEU simulation
and angular distributions of the generated secondary ions,
and ion penetration and linear energy transfer (LET) into
the device. It should be noted that the deposited charge Qd
Lg1
can be reduced to the deposited energy Ed using the
L
relation, Ed (in MeV) = 0.0225 Qd (in fC). Therefore, the
Lg2
L
quantity f ( E in , E d ) corresponds to the initial charge
d

deposition distribution.
Lg3

In the present model, a semi-empirical approach using

experimental heavy-ion SEU cross sections [3,4] is
  
applied when one calculates nucleon-induced SEU cross

section
from
the
energy
deposition

distribution, f ( E in , E d ) , instead of charge transport and
collection simulation. The nucleon-induced SEU cross
section is expressed by
f
Fig. 3 Schematic illustration of memory cell
V SEU ( E in ) N SiVint V N ( E in ) ³ f ( E in , E d )h( E d )dE d , (1)
0
geometry including the sensitive
volume
where NSi is the number density of silicon atoms, Vint the
volume size of the region (“interaction volume”) where
nuclear reactions occur in the memory cell of interest, V N ( E in ) the cross section to describe the interaction
between an incident nucleon and 28Si, which is given by the sum of elastic scattering cross section and total
reaction cross section, h( E d ) the normalized heavy-ion SEU cross section expressed by the following
Weibull fitting function:
° ª E  E0 º s ½°
f
1  exp® « d
h( E d ) V HI ( E d ) / V HI
(2)
» ¾,
°̄ ¬ W ¼ °¿
f
where W and s are shape parameters, V HI
is the saturation value of the heavy-ion SEU cross section and E0
the SEU threshold. Since experimental heavy-ion SEU data are usually given as a function of LET, we need
to convert it to the deposit energy using the relation, E d d u LET , where d represents the sensitive depth.
If we assume a step function h( E d ) 4( E d  E c ) , where Ec is called the critical energy required to cause
an SEU, then Eq.(1) is given by
(3)
V SEU ( E in , E c ) N Si Vint V N ( E in ) F ( E c ) ,
c

s1

s2

where F ( E c )

³

f
Ec

f ( E in , E d ) dE d .

The distribution function f ( E in , E d ) is calculated by a Monte Carlo method using a nuclear reaction
database and a range and energy loss database of secondary ions as illustrated in Fig.2. In the present work,
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two kinds of neutron and proton databases from 20 MeV to 1 GeV are prepared using the JQMD/GEM
code [5,6]. One consists of so-called “inclusive” double-differential cross sections of all secondary ions
including light ions. Another contains the “event-by-event” information, i.e., the type of secondary ions and
their emission energy and angle, so that simultaneous multiple ions emission can be correctly taken into
account. Figure 4 shows a comparison of JQMD/GEM calculation with experimental data [7] for the p+Al
reaction at 180 MeV, because there is no similar experimental data for Si. For production of heavy ions, the
angle-dependent energy spectra are reproduced well by the JQMD/GEM calculation.
When the former “inclusive” database is used, a secondary ion j is firstly generated in a position chosen
randomly in the interaction volume by sampling its energy and emission direction in terms of the
double-differential cross sections. Then, the energy deposited by the ion in the SV is calculated numerically
using the data of range and energy loss computed by the SRIM code [8]. In this case, V N ( E in ) f ( E in , E )
used in Eqs.(1) and (3) is replaced by

¦V

j

( E in ) f j ( E in , E ) where V j ( E in ) is the production cross

j

section of the ion of type j. Consequently, Eq.(3) can be re-written by
f

V SEU ( E in , E c ) N SiVint ¦ V j ( E in ) F j ( E c ) N SiVint ¦ ³ V j ( E in ) f j ( E in , E d )dE d ,
E
j

(4)

c

j
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It should be noted that Eq.(4) was used to calculate SEU cross sections in our earlier work [1].
In case of using the latter “event-by-event” database, a position where a nuclear reaction occurs is chosen
randomly in the interaction volume shown in Fig.3. Then the total energy deposited in the SV by all
secondary ions generated in a certain reaction event is calculated using the above-mentioned way.
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Fig.4 Comparison of JQMD/GEM calculation with experimental data of p+Al reaction at 180 MeV [7]

3. Comparison of calculated proton SEU cross-sections with experimental data
The present semi-empirical model is applied to calculations of proton induced SEU cross-sections for
some memory devices at incident energies below 500 MeV. In the calculations, the “event-by-event”
nuclear reaction data and the JENDL/HE-2004 data [9] for elastic scattering were used. In Fig.5, two
examples of the results are presented with experimental data [10,11] for (a) 256Kb SRAM (HM62256) and
(b) 4Mb SRAM (HM628512A), respectively. Other results are also shown in ref.[1]. The Weibull function
parameters of heavy-ion SEU cross sections in Eq.(2) were determined by fitting of the experimental data
f
for both devices [10,12]. The dimension of the SV was defined by the saturation cross section, V HI
, and
the sensitive depth, d, which is a free parameter. The interaction volume surrounding the SV was taken to
be so large that the calculated proton SEU cross-section was saturated.
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Fig.5 Comparison of calculated proton SEU cross-sections with experimental data [10,11]
(a) 256Kb SRAM and (b) 4Mb SRAM
In Fig.5, our model calculation is generally in good agreement with the measured SEU cross sections in
shape and magnitude. The proton SEU cross sections rise steeply at energies below 50 MeV and become
nearly constant at energies higher than 100 MeV. The SV size is one of the key parameters in calculations
of SEU cross-section using the models based on the SV concept. In Fig.5(a), the dependence of the
sensitive depth (d= 0.9 and 2.2 Pm [13]) is shown. Our calculation supports the smaller d value. However,
further investigation will be necessary for reliable determination of the sensitive depth.
4. Discussion
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4.1 Relative contribution of secondary-ion on SEU
We have examined relative contribution of secondary ions to SEU cross section for two different Qc
values: (a) Qc =50fC and (b) 10fC. It is calculated using Eq. (4) as functions of incident energy and critical
charge for a device having the sensitive volume Vs = 1 x 1 x 1 Pm3, and the “inclusive” reaction data
(without elastic scattering) are used. As can be seen in Fig.6, heavier ions (Na, Mg, and Al) are dominant at
lower incident energies, while lighter ions (C,N, and O) contribute as the incident energy increases. As Qc
become smaller, there appears the contribution from lighter ions with atomic mass less than Be, particularly
He. Since these light ions have smaller LET than heavy ions, SEU may take place for smaller Qc. It should
be noted that the QMD calculation underestimates the production of secondary ions with A=6 to 12 as
shown in Fig.4. Further improvement of the reaction model will be necessary because Qc is expected to
decrease more and more in the future.
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Fig.6 Relative contribution of each secondary ion to SEU cross section: (a) Qc =50fC and (b) 10fC
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4.2 Neutron elastic scattering
The influence of neutron elastic scattering on SEU was examined using JENDL/HE-2004 data [2],
because the elastic scattering is not included in the QMD calculation. As shown in Fig.7, the elastic cross
section is much larger than the reaction cross section in the incident energy range between 20 and 120 MeV.
Therefore, it is of importance to know how the elastic scattering influences on SEU in the incident energy
range of interest.
Relative contribution of the elastic scattering to SEU is calculated as functions of incident energy and
critical charge for a device having the sensitive volume Vs = 1 x 1 x 1 Pm3. The ratio of the elastic SEU
cross-section to the total SEU cross section is plotted as a function of incident neutron energy in Fig.8.
Paying attention to the energy range above 20 MeV, one can find that the contribution of the elastic
scattering increases as the critical charge is reduced and the maximum fraction is at most 20 % near 20
MeV. Less important role of the elastic scattering can be explained by the fact that the average kinetic
energy of the recoiled 28Si becomes smaller than other heavy recoils as seen in Fig.9. On the other hand, the
ratio increases suddenly up to unity at a certain energy corresponding to the SEU threshold energy below
10 MeV except at Qc=50 fC. In this energy range, the elastic scattering is the most dominant nuclear
process as seen in Fig.7 and the other reaction channels are suppressed. Thus, the elastic scattering is
expected to play an essential role near the SEU threshold energy for the memory devices with small Qc.
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Fig.9 Averaged emission energy for elastic recoil (28Si), 27Al and 24Mg
4.3 Simultaneous multiple ions emission
The effect of simultaneous multiple ions emission on SEU was investigated by comparing the SEU cross
sections calculated using the above-mentioned two different nuclear reaction databases consisting of the
“inclusive” data (denoted hereinafter Cal. 1) and the “event-by-event” data (Cal.2) , respectively [2].
In Fig. 10(a), the SEU cross sections calculated by Eq. (3) are plotted as a function of Ec for the case of a
small sensitive volume with Vs = 1 x 1 x 1 Pm3. There is no obvious difference between two calculations
with different nuclear reaction data sets. This implies that simultaneous multiple ions emission has
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negligible influence on SEU if the size of SV is small. To see the reason, the mean number of emitted ions
was examined as functions of the atomic number of generated ions and the incident neutron energy.
Secondary light ions, particularly protons and deuterons, are mainly included in the simultaneous multiple
ions emission and the total fraction of heavy nuclides is nearly equal to unity. Even if many light ions are
generated by a certain nuclear reaction, the energy deposited in the small SV is negligibly small because of
their low LET. Also, a geometrical consideration suggests that the probability that more than one ion passes
through the SV simultaneously is reduced as the size of SV becomes small. The present analysis indicates
that it is a quite good approximation to use the “inclusive” nuclear data in the calculation of SEU rates for a
device having as small SV as this case.
Figure 10(b) shows the result for a larger SV size (Vs = 20 x 20 x 2 Pm3) than that used in Fig.10(a). In
this case, there is an appreciable difference between two calculations as the critical energy is over 2 MeV
corresponding to Qc=89 fC. Also, a significant difference is seen near Ec=0. Since the sensitive area is
much wider than the above case, light ions emitted in the lateral direction can deposit considerable energy
along the path in spite of low LET. Thus, the emitted light-ions become involved in SEU as well. If one
uses the “inclusive” data, contributions from these light ions are added incoherently, which results in larger
value at very small Ec than Cal.2. In the calculation with the “event-by-event” data, the total energy
deposited by all the ions generated in a reaction event is tallied. This leads to enhancement at larger Ec
compared to the result of Cal.1.
Through this investigation, we draw a conclusion hat the simultaneous multiple ions emission does not
influence seriously on SEUs for the devices having the small SV size. However, such multiple-ions
emission is expected to have some sorts of effects on multiple bits upsets (MBUs) [14].
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Fig.10 Calculated neutron SEU cross section as a function of critical energy Ec for the following sensitive
volume: (a) Vs = 1 x 1 x 1 Pm3 and (b) Vs = 20 x 20 x 2 Pm3
5. Summary and outlook
The results of our recent work on nucleon-induced SEUs were presented from the point of view of the
nuclear reaction data relevant to SEUs. The proton SEU cross sections calculated using the semi-empirical
model with the “event-by-event” nuclear reaction data and the JENDL/HE-2004 for the elastic scattering
reproduced generally well the incident energy dependence of experimental proton SEU cross sections in
both shape and magnitude. This indicates that the present semi-empirical model based on the sensitive
volume concept has a capability of predicting nucleon-induced SEU cross sections reasonably well if one
can obtain available heavy-ion SEU data and reliable information about the sensitive depth.
Some quantitative analyses were performed in order to investigate the crucial impact of nuclear reaction
data on SEU simulation. The relative contribution of secondary ions to proton SEU cross section was
investigated. As a result, it was found that secondary heavy ions has a larger contribution at low incident
energies than light ions, while the latter has a large fraction as the incident energy increases and the critical
charge decreases. The analysis indicates that the relative importance of elastic scattering is enhanced when
the critical charge is small, because the averaged kinetic energy of the recoil nucleus, 28Si, is smaller than
the other heavy recoils. Our calculation for the memory devices with the small SV shows that its fraction
becomes at most 20% for Qc = 5 fC. In addition, the simultaneous multiple ions emission was found to
have negligible effects in the case where the sensitive volume (SV) size is sufficiently small because the
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light ions having low LET are primarily produced in the process. However, it is likely that multiple ions
production has some impact on multiple-bit upsets (MBUs) for devices with low Qc [14].
The critical charge in SRAMs is expected to decrease more and more with progress in high integration
in the future [15]. As shown in Fig. 6, our analysis suggests a possibility that light-ion production such as
alpha will have a large effect on SEU. The present QMD/GEM model underestimates preequilibrium
components for light composite particle emission. This will require further refinement in order to provide
more reliable nuclear reaction data for microscopic simulation of SEUs. The present status of the related
nuclear data measurements is not satisfactory. Therefore, experimental double-differential cross sections of
all secondary ions will be strongly requested to benchmark the nuclear data and/or nuclear model
calculations used in SEU simulations.
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In the present paper, we show that the neutronics parameter uncertainties expected
in current design studies of fast reactors are reasonable when both diﬀerential data and
integral data are taken into consideration. This conclusion is based on an assumption
that cross section covariance is properly evaluated. We attempt to verify the cross section
covariance of JENDL-3.3 with the integral data, which were obtained at critical assemblies
at Los Alamos National Laboratory. As a result, we suggest that uncertainty of P1
coeﬃcient of elastic scattering cross sections of U-238 seems to be underestimated.

I

Introduction

Various researches on nuclear data for fast reactor applications have been carried out
until now. Currently, targets of nuclear data researches for fast reactor applications shift
to improvement of the nuclear data quality of minor actinides and ﬁssion products. In
the present paper, we will discuss necessities of nuclear data researches for fast reactor
applications except for those on minor actinides and ﬁssion products, and attempt to
obtain its conclusion.

II

Nuclear data needs for fast reactors

‘Nuclear data needs for fast reactors’ are motivations to improve the prediction accuracies for neutronics parameters of fast reactors. Table 1 shows uncertainties in neutronics
parameters with 1σ reliability, which are expected in the current design studies for fast
reactors. These uncertainties are composed of uncertainties induced by nuclear data and
numerical simulations for neutron transport.
Before we discuss a necessity to reduce these uncertainties, we have to show that these
uncertainties are reasonable. This is the main target of the present paper. The necessity
to reduce uncertainties is a future topic.
Neutronics parameter uncertainties induced by nuclear data uncertainties can be estimated using covariance data given in nuclear data ﬁles and sensitivity coeﬃcients. Table
2 shows an example of this estimation for a 1,500MWe fast reactor(1). This result shows
Table 1: Neutronics parameter uncertainties expected in fast reactor design studies
Uncertainties (%)
Criticality
0.4
Sodium-voided reactivity
7.5
Doppler reactivity
7.5
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that the current nuclear data satisﬁes the expectation for prediction accuracies of the
sodium-voided reactivity and the Doppler reactivity. However, uncertainty in criticality
is much larger than the expectation. Table 3 shows the component-wise uncertainties in
criticality. It is desirable to improve nuclear data for such nuclide and reaction, if possible.
It has been shown above that we cannot satisfy the expectation of prediction accuracies
of neutronics parameters in the current design studies only with the diﬀerential data,
which are information on evaluated nuclear data ﬁles. Hence, we have utilized also the
integral data, which are, for example, multiplication factor or spectrum indices obtained
at critical assemblies or power reactors via the cross section adjustment technique based
on the Bayesian theory. Table 4 shows neutronics parameter uncertainties when using
both the diﬀerential and integral data. It is shown that the expectation in the design
studies is satisﬁed using these information.
We have shown above that the uncertainties expected in the current design studies
are reasonable. However, it should be noted that the above conclusion is based on the
following assumptions:
• Uncertainties induced by numerical simulations for neutron transport are ‘properly’
estimated.
• Covariance data for nuclear data are ‘properly’ estimated.
The current numerical simulations for neutron transport are based on the deterministic
Table 2: Nuclear data-induced neutronics parameter uncertainties
Uncertainties (%)
Criticality
1.0
Sodium-voided reactivity
6.0
Doppler reactivity
8.0

Table 3: Nuclide- and reaction-wise uncertainties in criticality
Pu-239, χ
Pu-239, (n,f)
U-238, (n,n’)
Fe, (n,n’)

Uncertainties (%)
0.4
0.5
0.3
0.5

Table 4: Nuclear data-induced neutronics parameter uncertainties with diﬀerential and
integral data
Uncertainties (%)
Criticality
0.26
Sodium-voided reactivity
4.0
Doppler reactivity
7.0
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Figure 1: C/E values of criticalities of LANL small-sized fast critical assemblies
Table 6: Standard deviations in criticalities induced by nuclear data uncertainties
Core
Standard deviation
JEZEBEL
0.0054
JEZEBEL-240
0.0057
FLATTOP-Pu
0.0064
FLATTOP-25
0.0052
GODIVA
0.0041

C/E
0.9970
1.0014
0.9917
0.9984
1.0032

Table 7: Correlation matrix in criticalities induced by nuclear data uncertainties
JEZ JEZ240 FLAT-Pu FLAT-25 GODIVA
JEZ
1.00
0.98
0.85
0.07
0.09
JEZ240
1.00
0.85
0.05
0.07
FLAT-Pu
1.00
0.31
0.08
FLAT-25
1.00
0.77
GODIVA
1.00

where Ve corresponds to uncertainties in experimental data and Vm statistical errors in
calculated values. We obtain 6.8 of this χ2 value in the present case. A value, that χ2 is
divided by the degree of freedom (5 in this case), becomes about 1.4. This result suggests
that nuclear data covariance, or uncertainty in experimental data or statistical errors in
Monte-Carlo calculations are slightly underestimated.
In the results obtained with JENDL-3.3, C/E values for U-reﬂected assemblies (FLATTOP-
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Pu and FLATTOP-25) are much smaller than those of bare assemblies (JEZEBEL and
GODIVA). However, as shown in table 7, nuclear data-induced uncertainties of JEZEBEL
and FLATTOP-Pu (GODIVA and FLATTOP-25 also) have strong correlations to each
other. Hence, it is diﬃcult to describe this ‘reﬂector-bias’ with nuclear data uncertainty.
This bias is not observed in the ENDF-VII result at all. Through sensitivity analyses,
this diﬀerence is caused by a diﬀerence in the P1 coeﬃcients of elastic scattering cross
sections of U-238. Figure 2 shows this coeﬃcient. Figure 3 shows diﬀerences of the P1
1
JENDL-3.3
JEFF-3.1
ENDF/B-VII

P1 coefficient

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
10000

100000
1e+06
Neutron energy [eV]

1e+07

Figure 2: P1 coeﬃcients of elastic scattering cross sections of U-238
coeﬃcients of ENDF/B-VII and JEFF-3.1 to that of JENDL-3.3. JENDL-3.3 evaluates
this cross section larger about 10% systematically than the other data ﬁles.
0.1
ENDF-VII
JEFF-3.1
Relative difference

0.05
0
-0.05
-0.1
-0.15
-0.2
100000

1e+06

1e+07

Neutron energy [eV]

Figure 3: Diﬀerence in P1 elastic scattering cross sections of U-238 to JENDL-3.3
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Relative standard deviation
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0.05

0
10000

100000

1e+06

1e+07

Neutron energy [eV]

Figure 4: Standard deviation of P1 elastic scattering cross sections of U-238
Figure 4 shows standard deviations of this cross section based on JENDL-3.3. This
uncertainty is much smaller than the diﬀerence between diﬀerent nuclear data ﬁles.
With this comparison and the reﬂector-bias observed in the JENDL-3.3 results, it can
be said that the uncertainty for P1 coeﬃcients of elastic scattering cross sections of U-238
seem to be underestimated in JENDL-3.3 evaluations.

IV

Conclusion

We have shown that the neutronics parameter uncertainties expected in the current
design studies of fast reactors are reasonable when both diﬀerential and integral data
are taken into consideration. We also pointed out that this conclusion is based on an
assumption that cross section covariance is properly evaluated. We have attempted to
verify the evaluated cross section covariance with the integral data.
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Nuclear Data Needs for Advanced Reactors
Tadashi Yoshida
Musashi Institute of Technology, Tamazutsumi 1-28-1, Setagaya-ku Tokyo 158-8557, Japan

A wide spectrum of advanced reactor concepts are being envisaged around the world. The Generation
IV reactors selected by International Forum in the early 2000’s cover 6 new categories of advanced
reactors. Apart from the Gen-VI reactors, introduction of Inert Matrix Fuel in order to burn plutonium
effectively is extensively studied. These new reactor concepts and new materials used therein create
new needs for nuclear data.

1. Introduction
In the course of time, scientific and technology fields which are in keen needs of the nuclear data
are expanding from conventional reactor applications to astronomy, electronics, particle accelerators,
ADS and so on. Accordingly the required data spread from the neutron data less than, for instance,
20MeV to much higher energy up to several GeV including the charged particle and the photon reaction
data. In this report, however, we confine the survey within the advanced fission-reactor applications.
When we consider about the future advanced reactors, it seems appropriate to cite, first of all, the
Generation IV reactors, which are expected to be deployed in 2030’s. They are ; 1) Supercritical
Water-cooled Reactor (SCWR), 2) Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor (SFR), 3) Lead-cooled Fast Reactor
(LFR), 4) Gas-cooled Fast Reactor (GFR), 5) Very High Temperature Reactor (VHTR), and
Molten Salt Reactor (MSR). In order to discuss the nuclear data needs for analysis and design of these
reactors, Workshop on Nuclear Data Needs for Generation-IV System was held on 5 ~ 7 April 2005 in
Antwerp [1]. Discussion there can be summarized from two view-points, namely, the quality and the
variety of nuclear data. As for the quality, most speakers stressed the urgent necessity for the
covariance matrices.

As for the variety, the needs come from the non-conventional materials
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introduced into the core of the Gen-IV reactors. On the other hand, the concepts of the Inert Matrix
Fuels under study worl-wide can be realized by introducing exotic materials, in the sense of neutronics,
into their cores. In this paper we preview the nuclear data which become necessary in feasibility study
and design of those advanced fission reactors.
In advance of the Antwerp Workshop, another workshop on Gen-IV nuclear data was also held in
the US domestically. The conclusions and the recommendations from this US/CSEWG Workshop
were summarized by Taiwo and Khalil [2] at the begining of Antwerp Workshop.

II. Covariance Data
Aliberti et al. [3] made a sensitivity analysis and evaluated the present uncertainty in various reactor
characteristics ranging from keff to decay heat. They used two independent sets of covariance matrices.
One is an ANL “home made” covariance set and another is a set available from the NEA Data Bank,
which are the selection from JENDL3.3, IRDF-2002 ENDF/B-V, -VI and JEFF3. The systems they
studied are SFR, LFR, GER, VHTR and, in addition, EFR (European Fast Reactor). Roughly
speaking, the inclusion of the off-diagonal elements of the covariance matrices increases the estimated
uncertainty by 60 ~ 70% though only the energy-energy correlations are taken into account. Hagura et
al., concluded that 10 ~ 30% increase in the uncertainty comes from the inclusion of the energy
correlation in their error analysis of the actinide decay heat from spent LWR fuels [4].
Apart from the off-diagonal elements, it should be kept in mind that the standard deviation, the
square roots of the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix, varies drastically from set to set.
Taking fission as an example, SD differs by factor of more than ten in 10 ~ 100 eV for

241

Pu, and 50 ~

100 % for 241Am less than 100 keV. It is clear from these examples that consistent and reasonable
uncertainty for each nuclide should be given prior to the off-diagonal elements. The importance of
covariance data, however, does never diminish as many authors discuss in Ref. [1].

III. Gen-IV Reactors
As any fully exotic materials are not introduced in the Generation-IV reactors from the neutronic
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point of view, the data needs may not change drastically from the case of conventional reactors.
Although the significant accumulation of minor actinides (MA) will result from the increase of extended
burnup in advanced reactors, MA data do not always play any decisive role with some exceptions
according to the analysis made in Ref.[3]. On the other hand the data for Pu-isotopes become more
and more important. For example, the dominant path leading to MA nuclides runs through the neutron
capture in 240Pu and therefore the uncertainty of the 240Pu(n, ) cross section must be diminished. The
standard deviation in JENDL-3.3 for this reaction is less than 2 %, except the energy range from 10 to
20 eV where the SD reaches 10%. This might be too small when we consider the fact that even the
235

U resonance capture is now to be revisited as one of the activities of WPEC[5]. In reality Rimpault

stressed the present inconsistency in 240Pu(n, ) between JEF2.2 and new evaluation, and further its large
impact on the CAPRA PuN core design [6].
Importance of the nuclear data for non-conventional materials were stressed in the GEN-IV nuclear
data workshop [1] as well as the enhanced importance of the Pu-isotopes. These new materials are
lead and bismuth in LFR, silicon and zirconium in GFR, Th and 233U in MSR and so on. Especially
the inelastic scattering cross section for Pb attracted attention in the Antwerp Workshop.

III. Actinide Burner and Inert Matrix Fuel
In order to manage the surplus of the world inventory of plutonium, the inert matrix fuel (IMF) is
studied world wide [7]. In addition to this, U-free fuels are also envisaged in transmuting the minor
actinides [8]. Table I taken from Ref. [7] shows the candidates of IMF materials. As seen here,
magnesium, aluminum, zirconium, yttrium are among the well-suited elements for IMF and the nuclear
data for these elements will be required along with the progress of the IMF study.

IV. Concluding remarks
Nuclear data needs do not change fundamentally by placing advanced reactors in the scope,
although non-conventional materials such as lead or silicon will be introduced to the core. We have
already the nuclear data for most of these materials in the major data libraries. Much more reliability,
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however, will surely be required for these materials along with the development of the design study.
On the other hand, the persistent needs for qualified nuclear data for actinides, especially Pu isotopes,
will surely continue because the highly extended burnup is anticipated in the advanced reactors.

Table I Example of Inert Matrix Fuel Materials (taken from ref. 7)
Inert Matrix Type

Inert Matrix Formula

Elements

C, Mg, Al, Si, Cr, V, Zr, Mo, W

Inter-metals

AlSi, AlZr, ZrSi

Alloys

stainless steel, zirconium allys
11

B4C, SiC, TiC, ZrC

Carbides
Nitride

AlN, TiN, ZrN, CeN

Binary oxides

MgO, Y2O3, ZrO2, CeO2

Ternary oxisides

MgAl2O4, Y3Al5O12, ZrSiO4

Oxide solid solutions

YyZr1-yO2-y/2, Mg(1-x)Al(2+x)O(4-x)
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Recent Activities for MA Cross-Section Measurements
Shoji NAKAMURA*1), Masayuki OHTA 1), Hideo HARADA 1),
Toshiyuki FUJII 2) and Hajimu YAMANA 2)
1) Japan Atomic Energy Agency, 2-4 Shirane, Shirakata, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken 319-1195
2) Kyoto University Research Reactor Institute, Kumatori-cho Sennan-gun, Osaka 590-0494
*E-mail: nakamura.shoji@jaea.go.jp

The social acceptability of nuclear power reactors is related to the waste management of long-lived
fission products (LLFPs) and minor actinides (MAs) existing in spent nuclear fuels. The MAs (237Np,
241
Am, 243Am) are important in the nuclear waste management, because the presence of these nuclides
induces long-term radiotoxicity because of their extremely long half-lives. Figure 1 illustrates the
section of the chart of the nuclides displaying the relevant reactions and decays. Neptunium-237 is one
of the most important MAs because of its relatively large abundance in spent nuclear fuels of nuclear
power reactors. As seen in Fig.1, 237Np is one of the nuclides that contribute to the breeding of 239Pu.
Neptunium-238 also participates in the process. The Am isotopes generate the higher actinides as the
Cm isotopes through neutron capture reactions. Since 242Cm generated by the 241Am(n,J)reaction has
a relatively short half-life, the presence of 242Cm induces a problem of decay-heat in the reprocessing of
spent nuclear fuels.
The transmutation is one of the solutions to reduce the radiotoxicity of nuclear wastes. In the
transmutation study of MAs, the accurate data of neutron capture cross-sections are necessary to
evaluate reaction rates by reactor neutrons. In this view point, the cross-section measurements have
been made by an activation method. However, there are discrepancies among the reported data for the
thermal-neutron capture cross-sections for these nuclides. The discrepancies reach to10 - 20%.
Therefore, our concern was focused to measure the cross-sections for these MAs. In the session, our
recent activities, particularly for cross-section measurements of MAs (See Table 1), will be reported
together with the details of experiments. Furthermore, a news flash for cross-sections of LLFPs will be
  Table 1 Recent results for MA cross-sections

presented on this occasion.

Fig. 1 The section of the chart of the nuclides
[1] Katoh et al., JNST, 40, 559(2003).

[2] Harada et al., JNST, 43, 1289(2006).

[4] Ohta et al., JNST, 43, 1441(2006).

[5] Nakamura et al., JNST, to be submitted.
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[3] Harada et al., JNST, 41, 1(2004).

Measurement of Neutron Capture Cross Sections of
139
La, 152Sm and 191,193Ir at 55 and 144keV
Vuong Huu Tan
Vietnam Atomic Energy Commission
59-Ly Thuong Kiet, Hanoi, Vietnam

Tran Tuan Anh, Nguyen Canh Hai and Pham Ngoc Son
Dalat Nuclear Research Institute
01-Nguyen Tu Luc, Dalat, Vietnam

Tokio Fukahori
Nuclear Data Center, Nuclear Science and Engineering Directorate
Japan Atomic Energy Agency
Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken, 319-1195, Japan

The neutron capture cross sections of 139La, 152Sm and 191,193Ir at average energies of
55keV and 144keV have been measured relative to the standard capture cross sections of
197
Au by means of the activation method. The neutron beams were derived by filtered
techniques from the horizontal channel No.4 of the research reactor at the Dalat Nuclear
Research Institute, Vietnam. A fast-digital gamma-ray spectroscopy in compacted with a 58%
efficient HPGe detector has been used for measurements of gamma-ray spectra from the
activated samples. The correction factors for multi-scattering, self-shielding and resonance
capture effects of neutron in the irradiating samples were calculated by Monte-Carlo
technique. The present results have been compared with the previous measurements, and the
evaluated data from JENDL-3.3 and ENDF/B-VI.8 libraries.
Key words: neutron, capture cross section, nuclear reaction data, filtered neutron beam,
resonance neutron capture, correction

1. Introduction
Accurate measurements of neutron capture cross sections for most of nuclides are currently
necessary for the calculations of neutron transport, the assessments of the reactor safety, the
investigations of high-burn-up core characteristics, the decay heat power predictions, and for the
nuclear transmutation study. In keV energy region, the (n,J) cross sections of the nuclides at or near
magic neutron number, N=50, 82 and 126 are special important for the study on the s-process reaction
chain for nucleosynthesis. However, the present status of experimental data for capture cross sections
is still inadequate both in quality and in quantity. Therefore, it is important to perform the precisely
measurements of capture cross sections for those nuclides, particular in keV energy region [1-6].
In the present experiment, we performed the measurements of capture cross section of 139La, 152Sm
and 191, 193Ir on the filtered neutron beams of 55keV and 144keV, relative to the standard capture cross
section of 197Au by the activation method. The neutron beams were derived from the horizontal
channel No.4 of the research reactor at the Dalat Nuclear Research Institute (DNRI), by using the
filtered compositions of 98cmSi + 35g/cm2S + 0.2g/cm2B10 and 98cmSi + 1cmTi + 0.2g/cm2B10 for
55keV and 144keV respectively [6,7]. The neutron energy resolution, FWHM, is 8keV at 55keV peak,
and 22keV at 144keV peak [7].
Beside determining the corrections for neutron multi-scattering and self-shielding in irradiated
samples, it is important to concern that the large resonance capture cross sections of the standards and
samples, in the slow neutron background region above the Cd-Cutoff energy, strongly contribute to the
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uncertainty of experimental results. Therefore, the correction factors for slow neutron resonance
capture in the present experiments were also calculated by the general least square method for strong
resonance captures at 4.92eV of 197Au, 8.06eV of 152Sm, 1.3eV of 193Ir, 0.67eV, 5,38eV and 6.15eV of
191
Ir, and 72.3eV of 139La. Furthermore, a low background and fast-digital spectroscopy with a high
efficiency, 58%, HPGe detector has been used for detection of gamma-ray spectrum from the
irradiated samples, and the statistical uncertainties are expected to be less than 1%.
2. Experiments
The measurements for neutron capture cross sections of 139La, 152Sm and 191, 193Ir at the energies of
55keV and 144keV were performed on the filtered neutron beams of DNRI. The neutron beams were
collimated to 3cm in diameter by using the usual materials of LiF, Cd, B4C, Pb and borated paraffin.
The physical properties of these beams are given in Table 1. Since the neutron spectra had been
experimentally measured before with a recoil-proton counter [6], in this work, the neutron transport
and unfolding methods [8,9] were applied to obtain the exact spectra, shown in Fig. 1 and 2, which
have been used for calculation of the average quantities and of the correction factors.
The samples were prepared from the natural oxide powders, 99.99% purity, of La2O3, Sm2O3 and
IrO2. In order to diminish the effect of water on the samples [10], each collected amount of the
powders was dried up at about 105oC for several hours before weighting and pressing into pellets.
Then the pellets were covered by thin polyethylene foils. The standard gold foils with 2.54cm in
diameter and 0.01mm in thickness were used as the neutron flux monitors. Each sample was
sandwiched between two gold disks, and the sample groups were wrapped in Cd covers with 0.5mm in
thickness with aim to reject most of thermal neutron background. The irradiation time was 70 hours
for every sample group.
The specific activities of the samples and the gold disks were measured by using the fast-digital
spectroscopy system and with the high efficiency HPGe detector. The system was calibrated by using
standard radioisotope sources and a multi-nuclides standard solution, supported by IAEA. Each of
irradiated samples, standards and calibrated sources was measured under the same conditions.
Table 1 The properties of the filtered neutron beams [6]
Neutron energy
(keV)
55
144

Filter combination
98cmSi + 35g/cm2S + 0.2g/cm2B10
2

10

98cmSi +1cmTi + 0.2g/cm B

400

160

350

140

Relative intensity

Relative intensity

180

Transpo rt calculatio n

300
250
200
150

22 keV

60

20

6.0E+04

Transport calculation

80

40

5.5E+04

Unfolding spectrum

100

50

5.0E+04

8 keV

6

120

100

4.5E+04

5.61 x 105

200

Unfo lding spectrum

0
4.0E+04

FWHM

2.14 x 10

500
450

Flux density
(n/cm2/s)

0
8.0E+04

1.2E+05

1.6E+05

2.0E+05

Neutron energy (eV)

Neutron energy (eV)

Fig. 1 Neutron spectrum of the 55keV
filtered beam

Fig. 2 Neutron spectrum of the 144keV
filtered beam
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3. Data Analysis
During irradiation in the neutron beam with energy spectrum (E), the reaction rate, R, of samples
is defined as follows:

N ³ )(E) a(E)dE

R

,

(1)

where N is the number of nuclei in sample, and Va(E) is the neutron capture cross section at energy E.
The average neutron capture cross section, <Va>, and neutron flux, <>, are defined as following:
V

a

³V

!

a

( E ) ) ( E ) dE / ³ ) ( E ) dE ;  ) !

³ ) ( E ) dE

.

Applying these average quantities, the integrating equation (1) can be rewritten:

R

N  V a ! ) !

A

R (1  exp(  O t1 )) ,

(3)

A

Cf c O
,
H J I J exp(Ot 2 )(1  exp(Ot 3 ))

(4)

(2)
The activity, A, of the sample at the end of neutron irradiation is given by expressions:

where C denotes the net counts of the corresponding gamma peak, and t1, t2 and t3 are irradiating,
cooling and measuring times, respectively.  is the decay constant of the product nucleus,  the
detection efficiency of detector, I the intensity of interesting -ray line and fc is the correction factors.
Finally, from equations (2), (3) and (4), the average capture cross sections, <Va>x, for the samples at
average neutron spectrum <> can be obtained relative to that of 197Au standard by the following
relations:

Va !
f (O , t )

C x f (O , t ) x f cx I JAu H JAu N Au  V a ! Au
C Au f (O , t ) Au f cAu I JxH Jx N x
O
(1  exp(Ot1 )) exp(Ot 2 )(1  exp(Ot 3 ))

(5)

,

(6)

where the superscript ‘x’ denotes the nucleus of sample. Calculating from the ENDF/B-VI.8 data
library, the average standard capture cross section of 197Au respects to the 55keV beam’s spectrum is
414.61mb, and for that to the 144keV beam’s spectrum is 277.21mb. The relevant decay data of
product nuclei, used in this work, are given in Table 2.

Product
nucleus
198
Au
140
La
153
Sm
192
Ir
194
Ir

Table 2 Decay properties of the product nuclei [11]
Intensity per decay
Half-life
J-ray energy
(%)
(keV)
2.6952±0.0002 d
411.8
95.6±0.1
1.6781±0.0003 d
487.02
45.5±0.6
46.50±0.21
h
103.2
29.3±0.1
73.827±0.013 d
316.5
82.7±0.2
19.28±0.13
h
328.45
13.1±1.7
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The correction factors for the neutron self-shielding, multi-scattering and the effects of strong
resonance capture of samples with slow neutron background were calculated by Monte-Carlo method
[9, 12]. In which, the effect of isotopic impurities and oxygen in the samples and the loss energy by
scattering of neutron were taken into account. In the resonance capture corrections, the background
spectra of neutron beams were measured by unfolding method and resonance thin-foil activation
technique. The data used for the correction calculation were taken from JENDL-3.3 [13] and ENDF/BVI.8 [14]. The calculated correction factors are given in Table 3.
Table 3 Correction factors for multi-scattering, self-shielding and background resonance capture of
neutron in the samples
55keV region
144keV region
Nuclides
SelfMultiResonance
SelfMultiResonance
shielding
scattering
capture
shielding
scattering
capture
Au-197
0.9985
0.9901
0.4269
0.9988
0.9929
0.5338
La-139
0.9962
0.9785
0.6227
0.9986
0.982
0.7531
Sm-152
0.9988
0.9856
0.2816
0.9991
0.9917
0.4890
Ir-191
0.9959
0.9782
0.4937
0.9968
0.9828
0.6593
Ir-193
0.9959
0.9774
0.5214
0.9968
0.9826
0.6944
4. Results and Discussion
In the present work, the new values of average neutron capture cross sections of 139La, 152Sm and
191, 193
Ir at incident neutron energies of 55keV and 144keV are reported with errors about 5-6.5%. The
results are given in Table 4. The uncertainties in the present measurements are mainly due to the
statistical errors (0.1-2%), the uncertainties of -ray detection efficiency (3.5%), the reference cross
section (a3%) and the correction factors for neutron resonance capture, self-shielding and multiscattering effects (a3%). In comparisons with the previous measurements and the evaluated data, The
present results are seem to be good agreement with the previous measurements of Musgrove [15],
Wisshak [16], Duamet [17], Macklin [18] and with the evaluated data of JENDL-3.3 and ENDF/BVI.8 within the experimental uncertainties. The comparisons results are shown in Figs.3-6.
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Fig. 3 Neutron capture cross section of
139
La in keV region

Fig. 4 Neutron capture cross section of
152
Sm in keV region
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191
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Table 4 The neutron capture cross sections of 139La, 152Sm and 191, 193Ir obtained in the present study
Average neutron energy
[Energy range] (keV)

<a>La-139
(mb)

<a>Sm-152
(mb)

<a>Ir-191
(mb)

<a>Ir-193
(mb)

55 [51-59]

22.4 ± 1.2

345.5 ± 19.4

1016.5 ± 57.2

566.7 ± 32.6

144 [133-155]

12.01 ± 0.58

258.7 ± 14.5

514 ± 29.4

404.5 ± 22.8

5. Conclusion
The neutron capture cross section of 139La, 152Sm and 191, 193Ir at average incident neutron energies
of 55keV and 144keV have been measured by means of the activation method, using the filtered
neutron beams at DNRI. The results, with uncertainties of 5-6.5%, were obtained relative to the
standard capture cross sections of 197Au. The energy ranges of the filtered neutron beams are 14 and
15% for 55keV and 144keV beams, respectively. Although the slow neutron background existing in
the filtered neutron beam is quite low, the effects of strong resonance capture cross sections of the
samples and standards should be taken into account to improve the accuracy of the experimental
results.
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A preliminary measurement of charged-particle emission double differential
cross-section (DDX) for carbon with 14-MeV incident neutrons was carried out. In the
measurement, a superior S/N ratio, fine energy and angular resolution were realized with a
pencil-beam neutron source and a counter telescope consisting of a pair of silicon surface
barrier detectors, 'E and E. Minimum detection energy of 1.0 MeV for -particles was
achieved by utilizing an anticoincidence spectrum of the 'E detector. The agreement of our
measurement with a previous data measured by Haight et al. was fairly well in the higher
energy part of DDX, while a discrepancy was observed below 3 MeV. In order to investigate
the mechanism of the 12C(n,n’+3D) reaction, we tried to calculate energy distributions of
emitted particles by the Monte Carlo method considering reaction kinematics of a lot of
channels which contribute to the reaction. As a results, the contribution of the 9Be*(4.7 MeV)
channel was suggested and the estimated branching ratio for the 12C(n,D)9Be*(2.43MeV)
channels was more than 30%.

1. Introduction
In fusion reactor development, double-differential cross-section (DDX) for
charged-particle emission reaction induced with 14-MeV neutrons is needed to calculate
nuclear heating and fundamental values to evaluate material damages, i.e. primary knock-on
atom (PKA) spectra, amount of gas production and displacement per atom (DPA)
cross-sections. The particularly important charged-particle emission DDX is of nuclides
contained in the first wall and blanket materials highly exposed to 14-MeV incident neutrons.
We recently developed an improved measurement system for secondary emitted charged
particles using a pencil-beam neutron source furnished in the Fusion Neutronics Source (FNS)
in Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) [1]. Systematic measurements are being carried
out for light nuclei of which the measurement has not yet been performed sufficiently so far
[2]. In this paper, a preliminary result of measurement for carbon is presented. Carbon is
one of the important nuclides for organic materials. Regarding the fusion reactor
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development, carbon is proposed for an alternative first wall and contained in SiC, which
would be an advanced material for various devices. Detailed measurement is also important
from an aspect of nuclear physics because of the complex mechanism of the 12C(n,n’+3D)
reaction. We tried to reproduce energy spectra of emitted particles from the reaction by
Monte Carlo calculations considering reaction kinematics. The reaction mechanism was
investigated through the calculation and analysis.

2. Experimental
2.1 Charged-particle spectrometer using a pencil-beam neutron source
All the present measurements of DDX were carried out with the pencil-beam DT
neutron source available at FNS/JAEA. A schematic view of the facility and the
experimental setup is shown in Figure 1. In the facility, a deuteron beam of 350 keV and
20mA at the maximum bombards a large tritium target. Generated DT neutrons are
collimated by a 2 m thick shielding structure with a narrow hole of 2 cm in diameter. The
mean neutron energy is 14.2 MeV. A vacuum chamber was set at the outlet of the neutron
beam, and a sample material was fixed at the center of the chamber. The sample material
used in the present study is a self-supported carbon foil of 5 Pm thickness (1033 Pg/cm2). A
counter-telescope system with a pair of silicon surface barrier detectors, one for E (thickness
of 9.6 Pm) and the other for E (thickness of 760 Pm), was employed in order to distinguish
kinds of emitted charged particles. The minimum detectable energy of the telescope, which
depends on the thickness of the E detector, is 2.5 MeV for D-particles. In order to extend
the detectable energy range for D-particles as much as possible, we attempted to use an
anticoincidence spectrum of the E detector. When the 'E detector of 9.6 Pm thickness is
used, the threshold energy beyond which the 'E detector can be penetrated is around 700 keV
for protons and around 1.0 MeV for tritons. The anticoincidence spectrum above those
threshold energies for protons and tritons hence originates only from D-particles or particles
heavier than D-particles. In the present measurement, recoiling carbon and 9Be particles
emitted via the 12C(n,D0)9Be reaction cannot be negligible and their contributions were
calculated and subtracted. As a result, the measurement of D-particles with a minimum
energy of around 1 MeV was successfully realized.
2.2 Data analysis
In order to obtain an actual energy spectrum of emitted charged particles, the
measured spectrum must be corrected for energy loss in the sample. A relationship between
the actual spectrum and the measured spectrum was calculated by the Monte Carlo code
SRIM-2003 [3] combined with the processing codes we made. Then the spectrum unfolding
was carried out with our original code based on the spectrum type Bayes estimation method
[4] to obtain the actual spectrum. For a standard cross section, 122.0 mb for the 27Al(n,D)
reaction evaluated in JENDL-3.3 [5] was used.
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Figure 1 Experimental arrangement.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Measured double-differential cross-section for -particles
Up to now, DDX for -particles has been obtained for only 30 degrees of emission
angle in our measurement and further measurements are still in progress. Figure 2 shows
the obtained DDX and the previously measured DDX by R. C. Haight et al. [6] at the
emission angle of 30 deg.. In our DDX, the contribution from the 12C(n,)9Be was clearly
identified. The obvious structures according to 9Be(Ground State) and 9Be*(2.43 MeV) appeared.
Also the contribution of 9Be*(4.7 MeV) might exist. Between the both measurements, the
agreement of the higher energy part of DDX is fairly well, while a slight discrepancy was
observed below 3 MeV.
Ground State
100

4.7MeV

DDX [mb/sr/MeV]

2.43-3.05MeV

10

1
nat

C(n,xD) at 30 deg.
Present exp.
R.C.Haight et al.

0.1
0

2

4

6

8

10

D-particle energy [MeV]

Figure 2 Our obtained DDX and previously measured DDX at the emission angle of 30 deg.
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3.2 Monte Carlo calculation and analysis
The mechanism of the 12C(n,n’+3D) reaction is complex, because a lot of reaction
channels can contribute to formation of 4-body final state of n’+3D. In order to investigate
the reaction mechanism, we tried to calculate energy distribution of emitted particles for each
channel which contributes to the reaction and determine the branching ratio to the channels so
as to reproduce the experimental result well. This analysis is also useful to examine the
cause of the large discrepancy in Fig. 2 in the lower energy part of DDX, which would make a
large impact on the evaluation of the total -particle production cross-section. The emitted
energy distributions both for D-particles and neutrons were calculated by the Monte Carlo
method based on reaction kinematics.㩷 㩷 The calculation scheme was entirely adopted from
Ref. [7]. The contributed channels for the 12C(n, n’+3D) reaction were considerably
identified by Antolkovi et al., who carried out a kinematical analysis for the reaction using
nuclear emulsions [8]. In the present calculation, simply 2-body sequential decays, which
reach to the final states of n’+3, via excited states of 12C and 9Be were considered based on
their analysis. The decay schemes are as follows:
n + 12C Æ n’ + 12C* Æ n’ + [D + 8Be*(GS or 3MeV)] Æ n’ + [D + (2D)]
n + 12C Æ D + 9Be* Æ D + [n’ + 8Be*(GS or 3MeV)] Æ D + [n’ + (2D)]
n + 12C Æ D + 9Be* Æ D + [D + 5He*] Æ D + [D + (n’ + D)]

(1)
(2)
(3)

Decay modes of the intermediate nuclei, 8Be* and 5He*, were adopted according to literatures
[8, 9, 10]. For all the intermediate states, the density-of-states function was given by a
Breit-Wigner distribution with constant level widths [9, 10]. The angular distributions for
the inelastic scattering of neutrons were extracted from the neutron emission DDX measured
by Takahashi et al. [11] for the excited states of 12C at 7.65 and 9.64 MeV. For the other
excited states of 12C, the isotropic distribution in center-of-mass system was assumed. In
other 2-body decays, also the isotropic distribution in center-of-mass system was assumed.
The calculated spectra were fitted into our obtained DDX for D-particles and DDX
for neutrons measured by Takahashi et al. [11], and the branching ratio for the contributed
channels was estimated. Figure 3 shows the best fitted result of the DDX both for emitted
D-particles and neutrons at the emission angle of 30 deg.. The continuum in lower energy of
the neutron DDX is reproduced fairly well. In the present estimation, a large contribution of
the 9Be*(4.7 MeV) channel plays an important role, although its validity should be confirmed by
some theoretical analyses. The estimated branching ratio for the 12C(n,D)9Be*(2.43MeV)
channels was more than 30%. Such a large contribution of the 9Be* channels might suggest
importance of the -particle knock-on or stripping process. This supposition will be
confirmed by further detailed measurement of the angular distribution of emitted -particles.
The measurement is also needed in order to estimate the total D-production cross-section.
From the present analysis, it was found that the lower energy part of our measured
DDX would be reasonable when the assumed reaction channels contribute to the reaction.
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To examine the cause of the discrepancy with the Haight's result precisely, further
measurements for other angles than 30 deg. are indispensable.
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Figure 3 Best fitted result of the DDX calculation for both emitted D-particles and neutrons
at the emission angles of 30 deg.

4. Conclusion
Measurement of the D-particle emission double differential cross-section (DDX) for
carbon with 14-MeV incident neutrons is being carried out and a preliminary result was
described in this paper. The agreement of our obtained DDX at the emission angle of 30 deg.
with a previous data measured by Haight et al. was fairly well in the higher energy part, while
a slight discrepancy was observed below 3 MeV. In order to investigate the mechanism of
the 12C(n,n’+3D) reaction, we tried to calculate the energy spectra of emitted particles by the
Monte Carlo method considering reaction kinematics of a lot of channels which contribute to
the reaction. As a results, the contribution of 9Be*(4.7 MeV) was suggested and it was found
that rather large contribution of the 12C(n,D)9Be*(2.43MeV) channels had to be assumed to
reproduce the experimental results well. The assumed ratio to the total D-particle production
was more than 30%. Such a large contribution of the 9Be* channels might suggest
importance of the direct reaction process. More detailed measurement and analysis of the
angular distribution of emitted -particles are needed to reveal the mechanism of the
12
C(n,n’+3D) reaction. Further measurement is also needed in order to estimate the total
D-production cross-section.
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Angle-correlated differential cross-section for Zr (n,2n) reaction has been measured with the
coincidence detection technique and a pencil-beam DT neutron source at FNS, JAEA. Energy spectra of
two emitted neutrons were obtained for azimuthal and polar direction independently.

Flux (n/cm2/source/lethargy)

1. Introduction
The (n,2n) reaction is a neutron multiplication reaction, the cross-section data of which are
crucial information to design a fusion reactor. The natZr (n,2n) reaction cross-section is very important
because Li2ZrO3 is one of the fusion blanket candidate materials. However, in the previous benchmark
studies it was pointed out that agreement between experiment and evaluation was not acceptable as shown
in Figs.1 and 2. In the case of natZr (n,2n) reaction cross section measurement, the conventional foil
activation method cannot be applied, because suitable radioisotopes cannot be produced by the reaction. In
the present study, two neutrons simultaneously emitted by the (n,2n) reaction were detected directly by two
detectors.
EXP
JENDL-3.2
JENDL-fusion file
ENDF/B-VI
FENDL/E-1.0
FENDL/E-2.0

10-8

10-9

10-10
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ǰs= 0 deg.

C/E

10-11
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1

0

JENDL-3.2
JENDL fusion file
ENDF/B-VI
FENDL/E-1.0
FENDL/E-2.0
10-1

100

101

Neutron energy (MeV)

Fig.1 Comparison of measured and calculated leakage
neutron spectra at 0qfor 25.4 cm thick Li2ZrO3
assembly
I. Murata et al. Fus. Eng. Des., 51-52(2000) p.821.
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Fig.2 Measured and calculated neutron leakage spectra
from the Zr pile
C. Ichihara et al. J. Nucl. Sci. Tech., 40 (2003) p.417.

㩷

2. Experimental procedure
In present experiment, we used a pencil-beam DT neutron source of Fusion Neutronics Source
(FNS) in Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA). It is the only existing pencil-beam DT neutron source in
the world, which supplies an excellent experimental condition, i.e., 105 n/cm2/sec inside the beam and very
low neutron flux of several hundred n/cm2/sec outside the beam.
The schematic experimental arrangement around detectors is shown in Fig.3. The distance
between the neutron source and a zirconium sample (2.4cm in diameter, 2cm long) was 550cm. Two
spherical NE213 (4cm in diameter) detectors to detect neutrons emitted simultaneously by the (n,2n)
reaction were located at 18.8cm from the zirconium sample. An

238

U fission chamber was set up on the

beam line behind the sample to monitor the neutron flux. As shown in Fig.4, three angle parameter (T0 ,T,

I) with respect to the detector position were defined in which T0 and T are the polar angles of emitted two
neutrons and

I

is the azimuthal angle of detector 2 from detector 1. Measurement points were

determined by the combination of these angle parameters.
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Fig.3 Schematic experimental arrangement

Fig.4 Arrangement around sample and detectors

Because two detectors are positioned very close with each other, there exists a neutron, which can
be detected in both detectors by passing through them in turn. This is a troublesome background called
“inter-detector scattering” in this paper. A polyethylene shielding brick up to 10.16cm in thickness was thus
arranged between two detectors to prevent the inter-detector scattering components.
Because NE213 detectors are sensitive also to gamma ray, n/J discrimination was carried out by
the pulse shape discrimination technique. Two amplifiers with different gains were used to cover a wider
measurable energy range from 800 kev to around 10 MeV. Time difference spectrum of anode signals of the
two detectors was used to extract the coincidence signals. The region including the peak was gated and
defined as Foreground (FG), and the flat region of time-independent signals was defined as Background
(BG). Eight pulse height spectra were measured for one case considering two detectors (1/2), two gains
(high/low) and FG and BG. Details of the electric circuit of the measurement is described in Ref.[1].
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3. Data processing
Obtained pulse height spectra were transformed into light output spectra. Examples of measured
pulse height spectra are shown in Fig.5. The position of Compton edge made by 1.275MeV gamma ray
emitted from 22Na and 0.834MeV gamma ray emitted from 54Mn was used in the light unit calibration. The
BG spectrum ( y BG ) was subtracted from the FG spectrum ( y FG ) to derive the net FG spectrum by the
following equation.

y FG  Dy BG

y
where

(1)

D is the ratio of the gate widths between FG and BG spectra.

counts / light unit

104
T0=55[deg.]
T=90[deg.]
I=110[deg.]
Detector 2

103
102
101
100 -2
10

High gain, FG
Low gain, FG
High gain, BG
Low gain, BG

10-1
100
Light output [light unit]

101

Fig.5 Measured light output spectra.
The net light output spectra were unfolded using FORIST[2] unfolding code. Necessary response
function was calculated with SCINFUL[3]. And the energy and angle differential cross sections were
obtained by the following equations,

y (T 0 ,T , I , E )

R  x(T 0 ,T , I , E )

V i (T 0 ,T , I , E )

xi (T 0 ,T , I , E )
N  FC  C  d: i  d: j  f j

(2)
(3)

where subscripts in Eq.(3) represent either detector 1 or detector 2 , R is the response matrix of the
NE213 detector, xi is the unfolded spectrum,

V i is the obtained energy and angle differential cross

section, N is the number of nuclei of the sample, FC is the integrated counts of the fission chamber,

C is the conversion factor of FC into the neutron flux at the sample, d: i , d: j is the solid angle of
each detector, f j is the efficiency of detector j . The efficiency of the other detector was considered in
the response matrix. The conversion factor C was determined by the activation method using aluminum
foil. As for the correction of the inter-detector scattering, the detection rate of inter-detector scattering was
estimated by Monte Carlo calculation with MCNP[4] taking into account precise model of each
experimental arrangement.
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4. Results and discussion
Figure 6 shows the obtained energy spectra. This is a triple-differential cross section, i.e.,
double-angle and single energy differential cross section, called TDX.㩷 Hence, there are no evaluated data,
which can be compared with the present measured data. The spectra seem to be an evaporation spectrum.
Estimated error contains statistical error and unfolding process error evaluated by FORIST. Figure 7 shows
the detection ratio between the inter-detector scattering component of a neutron and the coincident signal
of two neutrons emitted from (n,2n) reaction calculated by MCNP.

The results were used to evaluate

correction factors. The ratio increases as the distance between two detectors becomes closer. A 10 cm
polyethylene shield, arranged between the detectors, effectively suppressed the inter-detector scattering.
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Fig.7 Ratio of inter-detector scattering component at each angle.

By integrating TDX over energy, two kind of angular distributions named ADDX are obtained,
i.e., one is as a function of azimuthal angle (Fig. 8) and the other is for polar angle (Fig. 9). It seems no
angular dependence azimuthally within the error bar as shown in Fig. 8. A gentle forward oriented polar
distribution was observed for axial ADDX as in Fig. 9. The ADX is obtained by integrating ADDX over
angle. It shows also a slight forward peaked distribution. The obtained total cross-section (TOX) over the
minimum measurable energy of 800 keV was fairly larger than the one evaluated in JENDL-3.3 as
described in Table 1. Unexpectedly, the result shows an opposite trend to the suggestion pointed out by the
previous benchmark studies.
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Fig.8 The azimuthal distribution of natZr (n,2n) Fig.9 Example of the polar distribution of natZr
(n,2n) reaction cross-section.

reaction cross-section.

Table.1 Comparison of the obtained total cross-section (TOX) of natZr (n,2n) reaction

ADX at 55 deg. [mb/sr]
(En㧪800 keV )

TOX. [mb]
(En㧪800 keV )

Present Exp.

64r3

745r23

JENDL-3.3

44.9

538.2

Next, to discuss the unexpected discrepancy of the total (n,2n) reaction cross section mentioned
above, extrapolation of spectrum for energies below 800 keV was carried out with an evaporation spectrum.
The nuclear temperature preferred is 1 MeV in the present study, because the evaporation spectrum for 1
MeV would fit our spectrum very smoothly. The value is the same as the one evaluated in RIPL-2. Nuclear
temperatures stored in JENDL-3.3 and ENDF/B-VI are also used as references. The results are summarized
in Table 2 below.
Table.2 Comparison of total cross-sections for natZr(n,2n) reaction, estimated by extrapolation of the
measured energy spectrum below 800 keV with different evaporation spectra for several nuclear
temperatures.
Nuclear temperature [MeV]

Preliminary TOX [mb]

0.65

1.0

1.73

(assumed in JENDL

(used also in

(assumed in ENDF

evaluation)

RIPL-2 library)

evaluation)

1095r30

997r27

919r26

The result shows the agreement with JENDL-3.3 is acceptable for the total cross-section of

nat

Zr

(n,2n) reaction obtained by extrapolating the measured energy spectrum down to zero energy. Our
estimation agrees very well with the only existing measured data of Frehaut et. al., (946r67 mb at En=14.3
MeV). As a result, it is suggested that the discrepancy seen in the previous benchmark studies may be caused,
not by the problem of absolute value, but by the problem of energy spectrum shape determined by the nuclear
temperature. For JENDL-3.3, the absolute value is more or less acceptable, but the nuclear temperature used
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may be a little small, meaning a little underestimation is seen in larger energy region and overestimation in
lower energy region. For ENDF/B-VI, a slight underestimation is seen as a whole. However, from the
present result and the previous benchmark study, the nuclear temperature used may be a little too high. The
above results suggest examination of nuclear temperature used in the nuclear data library is worth being



carried out.

5. conclusion
Using the pencil-beam DT neutron source and the coincidence detection technique,
angle-correlated energy differential cross-section for

nat

Zr (n,2n) reaction was measured successfully. The

obtained total cross-section above the emitted neutron energy of 800 keV was fairly larger than the one
evaluated in JENDL-3.3. The total cross-section of natZr (n,2n) reaction was estimated by extrapolating the
spectrum down to zero energy taking into account the nuclear temperature. The estimated value was
between those of JENDL- 3.3 and ENDF/B-VI. It is㩷 suggested that the disagreement pointed out in the
previous benchmark studies may be due to inappropriate nuclear temperature used in the evaluation of natZr
(n,2n) reaction cross section.
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Neutron-Production Double-Diﬀerential Cross Sections for 150 MeV
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The neutron-production double-diﬀerential cross sections for the neutron-induced reaction were measured on
Fe at 140 – 160 MeV. Neutrons produced by a 800 MeV proton-bombarded spallation target were used as incident
particles. The results are compared with calclated data.

1

Introduction

High-energy neutron production double-diﬀerential cross sections are important for realization of accelerator
driven systems (ADS) and radiotherapy. Proton-induced neutron-production double-diﬀerential cross sections
have been measured up to 3 GeV. However, data of neutron-induced neutron-production double-diﬀerential
cross sections above 100 MeV are insuﬃcient because of neutron measurement diﬃculties and a few quasimonochromatic neutron sources. Utilization of a continuous energy neutron source by spallation reaction enables
us to measure cross section for various incident energies at a time.
The purpose of this study is to measure the neutron-production double-diﬀerential cross sections at 150 MeV
on Fe using a continuous energy neutron source.

2

Experiments

Experiments were performed at the Weapons Neutron Research (WNR) facility in Los Alamos Neutron Science
Center (LANSCE)1) which has an 800 MeV proton linear accelerator. Neutrons generated at a tungsten spallation
target (Target-4) were used as incident particles. The neutron energies cover a wide energy range up to 750 MeV.
The distance between the spallation target and the experimental room is about 90 m. The geometry of the WNR
facility is illusrated in Fig. 1.
Experiments consist of 2 parts. One part was the measurement of response functions of neutron detectors.
The energy spectra of emitted neutrons were derived from unfolding their deposition-energy spectra with the
responses of the detectors. These response functions were measured by using the spallation neutrons which were
collimated to 2 mm in diameter. The alignent of the experiment is in Fig. 2. The response function of each
NE213 liquid organic scintillator 12.7 cm thick and 12.7 cm in diameter was measured by irradiating neutrons
from the Target-4. The time-of-ﬂight (TOF) between the spallation target and a neutron detector and the charge
spectrum from the photomultiplier connected with the NE213 scintillator were measured.
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(2.

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the beam line at the WNR facility 2)

Fig. 2. Arrangement of the measurement for response function

Another part of the experiment was the measuremnt of double-diﬀerential cross sections. Setup of the measurement are shown in Fig. 3.
Six NE213 scintillators were employed to detect neutrons emitted from an Fe sample (10 mm thick, φ50 mm)
and placed at 15◦ , 30◦ , 60◦ , 90◦ , 120◦ and 150◦ . The distance between the sample and the detectors were about
0.7 m. A ﬁssion ionization chamber3) was set to know the incident-neutron ﬂux. A 10 mm thick NE102A plastic
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Fig. 3. Set up of the measurement for deposition-energy spectra

scintillator as a veto detector was set in front of each NE213 scintillator. The beam size was adjusted to 36 mm
in diameter.

3

Analysis

3.1

Elimination of charged particles and gamma rays

Charged particle events were eliminated by discrimination of signals from an NE102A scintillator plastic scintillators because charged particles gave larger energy in an NE213 scintillator than neutrons and gamma-rays.
An example of ADC spectra by an NE102A plastic scintillator is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. An example of ADC spectrum of a veto detector

Gamma-ray events were discriminated using the two gate integration method4) since NE213 liquid organic
scintillators were sensitive to not only neutrons but also gamma rays. Fig. 5 stands for schematic view of the gate
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integration method. Comparison between ADC spectrum with the prompt-gate and that with the delayed-gate
enables to discriminate between neutron events and gamma ray ones. Fig. 6 illustrates an example of the 2D-plot
of the ADC spectra with the prompt gate and the delayed one.
Time
Pulse hight
(log scale)

γ -ray

Analogue signals
Neutron

Prompt gate
Delayed gate

Fig. 5. Schematic view of gate integration method

Fig. 6. Discrimination of neutrons and gamma rays

3.2

Incident neutron energy

Incident neutron energies were obtained by neutron ﬂight times between Target-4 and NE213 scintillators.
Because the distance between Target-4 and the sample were much longer than those between the sample and the
detectors, the ﬂight time of the latter was negligible. Fig. 7 shows a schematic view of the TOF measurement
alignment. The timing of ﬂash gamma-rays from the spallation target was used as the time base of TOF analysis.
Fig . 8 shows one of TOF spectra.

3.3

Incident neutron ﬂux

The number of incident neutrons was possible to be gotten by the equation
φμp (En )ΔEn =

nf (En )ΔEn
1
×
σ(En ) × ef f × ρf
nμp × Sbeam

(1)

where φμp (En ), nf (En ), and σ(En ) are the number of incident neutron ﬂux, the number of ﬁssion events detected
by the ﬁssion chamber, and the ﬁssion cross sections of

238
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U for corresponding neutron energy En 5) , respectively.

Fig. 7. Schematic view of the TOF measurement alignment

Fig. 8. TOF spectrum between the spallation target and a neutron detector

ef f is the detection eﬃciency of the ﬁssion chamber, and ρf is the arial density of the number of atoms of ﬁssile
material on the foil in chamber. Sbeam is the cross section of the beam.

3.4

Calibration

Charge-integration spectra were calibrated to get corresponding electron-equivalent light-output for all neutron
detectos. The gamma-ray Compton edges of

60

Co and Pu-Be sealed sources were converted into light-unit with

the semi-empirical formula by Dietze et al.6) for low-energy (a few MeV) parts. For the calibrations of higherenergy, neutron energies were identiﬁed by the TOF between the spallation target and neutron detectors and were
converted into light-unit by the empirical equation by Cecil et al.7)
Te = 0.83Tp − 2.82[1.0 − exp(−0.25Tp0.93)]

(2)

where Tp , Te are proton and electron energy in an NE213 scintillator, respectively. The maximum channel of the
ADC spectrum was used as corresponding charge-integration values. The relationship between charge-integrations
and electron-equivalent light-outputs for the NE213 scintillator used at 90◦ is shown in Fig. 9

3.5

Response functions and Deposition-energy spectra

Response functions normalized by the number of incident-neutrons were shown in Fig. 10. In this experiment,
the SCINFUL-QMD8) calculations adjusted to reproduce experimental data with light attenuation were used as
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Fig. 9. Relationship between integrated charge and light output for 60◦ detector

response matrix elements below 30 MeV incident energy for all neutron detectors since there are no experimental
data below 30 MeV incident energies.
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Fig. 10. Response functions of the NE213 scintillator at 60◦

Deposition-energy spectra at 140 – 160 MeV normalized by the number of incident-neutrons and subtracted
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background (sample-out) spectra are shown in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 11. Deposition energy spectra at 140 – 160 MeV neutron incident energy

3.6

Unfolding

The energy spectra of emitted neutrons were derived by unfolding their deposition-energy spectra with the
responses of the detectors. In this experiment, elastic scattering component was considered separatly from the
other reaction ones. The determinant of this experiment was
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(3)

where yξ , aξ , E, and xE were deposition-energy spectra, response function, outgoing energy spectra (unfolding
results), respectively. xel was elastic scattering factor. k was matting factor for absolute value of response
functions with deposition-energy spectra. xE (=x(E, θ)) was assumed to conform following equation.

 2
3
E + m − pβi cos θ
d σ
x(E, θ)
pAi exp −
−m
=
=
dEdΩ
ρΔE
1 − βi2
i=1

(4)

where E and p is the kinetic energy (MeV) and the momentum (MeV/c) of an emitted neutron in the laboratory
frame and m the neutron mass (MeV), respectively. The quantities of A, β, and T are called amplitude, velocity
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and temperature parameters, respectively. Three components of i =1 to 3 correspond to individual processes of
the cascade, the preequilibrium and the evaporation. In the process of unfolding these deposition-energy spectra,
neutron-induced neutron-production double-diﬀerential cross sections were parameterized with moving source
model by SALS code9) as a least mean square approximation program.

4

Results

The provisional parameterized double-diﬀerential cross sections by the moving source model with it’s elements
as experimental results for 140 – 160 MeV neutron incident energy are shown in Fig. 12. These results were
compared with the PHITS10) calculation data, the evaluated value of LA15011) (GNASH12) + Kalbach and Mann’s
systematics13) ) and JENDL-HE14) . The experimental results show that under 50 MeV neutron emission energy
are approximately good agreement with calculated data except for 15 ◦ and 30◦ results. 15◦ and 30◦ experimental
results overestimate calclation data from 5 MeV to 100 MeV neutron emission energy and underestimated above
that. For backward angles of experimental results over 50 MeV neutron emission energy have some discrepancies
with calclation data.
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Fig. 12. Double-Diﬀerential Cross Sections for 140 – 160 MeV neutron incident energy with calclated data
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5

Conclusion

The neutron-production double-diﬀerential cross sections at 150 MeV on Fe are measured using a continuous
energy neutron source. The double-diﬀerential cross sections were parametalized by moving source model. The
experimental results have some discrepancies with calculated data. To understanding these discrepancies, for
more detailed analysis are needed.
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Calculation of Fission Yield by Macroscopic-Microscopic Method
Based on Selective Channel Scission Model
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The mass-distributions of fission yields for neutron-induced fissions of U-235 were calculated by
a macroscopic-microscopic method based on the selective channel scission model. The present result was
compared with the previous result from the aspect of fission modes.

1. Introduction
The selective channel scission (SCS) model has been proposed and developed to calculate fission
yields for any nuclei [1-3]. The SCS model deals with the fission process for each channel. The fission
yield is obtained from the penetrability of the “channel-dependent” fission barrier. In previous analysis [3],
mass-distributions of fission yields were calculated on simple assumptions about the channel-dependent
fission barriers. This calculation method is applicable to wide range of fissionable nuclei without adjustable
parameters. However, there were discrepancies between the calculated results and experimental data of
fission yield in the mass regions of A = 85–95 and A = 140–150.
In this work, the channel-dependent fission potentials were calculated by a macroscopicmicroscopic method based on the idea of SCS. The mass-distribution of fission yield was calculated for the
neutron-induced fission of U-235.

2. SCS Model and Calculation of Fission Potential
The SCS model deals with the fission process for each channel. The fission yields are calculated
from the penetrabilities of the “channel-dependent” fission barriers Ef.
The basic definition of nuclear shape is given by
N
§
·
R(T ) O1 R0 ¨1  ¦ D n Pn cosT ¸ ,
© n1
¹

(1)

where O-1 is the volume conservation, R0 is the radius of spherical nucleus, Dn is the deformation parameter
and Pn is Legendre polynomial.
A macroscopic-microscopic method is commonly used for the calculation of fission potential.
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The total potential energy E of a deformed nucleus is defined as the summation of the liquid-drop energy
ELDM as a macroscopic term and the shell correction energy Eshell as a microscopic term in this method.

E LDM  Eshell .

E

(2)

The ELDM is derived from the surface energy ES and the Coulomb energy EC of the deformed
nucleus.

ELDM

ES  EC .

(3)

The channel-dependent fission potentials were calculated by a macroscopic-microscopic method
based on the idea of SCS. The surface energy ES in the macroscopic term was obtained from an equation
whose form was proportional to the surface area S of the deformed nucleus [4].

J S,

ES

2
ª
1
§ N Z · º
1
N
a

¸ ».
¨
2«
4S r02 «¬
© A ¹ »¼

J

(4)

The Coulomb energy EC also in the macroscopic term was obtained by the Monte-Carlo integral
of the Coulomb energy between differential volumes which were taken at random all over the region of the
deformed nucleus (see Fig.1). Mersenne Twister [5] was used as a random number generator.

EC

1 ´´ 1 U i U j 3 3
d ri d rj
µ
2µ
¶¶ 4S H 0 rij

(5)

UU
Ze
1
66 i 2 j 1 .
2 iz j
U rij
4S H 0 2N
2

N

The shell energy Eshell in the microscopic term was calculated approximately as follows. The two
fission fragments (FP1 and FP2) were assigned to the shape of the deformed nucleus for a channel (see Fig.
2). The whole shell energy was calculated from the sum of the shell energies of the two deformed fission
fragments assigned to the deformed nucleus (Esh1 and Esh2).

Eshell

Esh1  Esh2 .

(6)

A calculation code [6] was used for the calculation of shell energy for each fission fragment.
FP1

FP2

U

(Z1,A1)

(Z2,A2)

3

r23

1

r12

2

R

U

r34
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4

Fig. 1 Differential volumes taken in the

Fig. 2 Assignment of the two fragments to

deformed nucleus

the deformed nucleus
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The potential near the saddle point is approximated by the inverted parabola and the curvatures D
is assumed as a constant for all humps, for simplicity. The tunnel probability Pi for the saddle point i is
reduced as

Pi |

1
,
1  exp>0.218   'Ei @

(7)

in MeV and fm units, where P = A1A2/(A1+A2), 'Ei = Efi - Ex and A1 and A2 are the mass number of FP1
and FP2, respectively. In case of a two-humped potential, the probability P is deduced from tunnel
probabilities for the two humps (PA and PB).

P

PA PB
.
PA  PB

(8)

The fission yields are obtained by summing up these probabilities all over fission channels.

3. Results and Discussions
Figure 3-(a) shows an example of calculated fission potential for a channel. These potential
calculations were carried out for about 230 channels that have high fission yields. The tunnel probability P
was obtained for an excitation energy (e.g. Ex = 0), as shown in Fig. 3-(b). The parameters D2 at inner and
outer saddle points were shown in Figs. 3-(c) and 3-(d), respectively.
Fission yields for the thermal neutron-induced fissions of U-235 were obtained as shown in Fig.
3-(e). The D was taken as 0.2 in Eq. (7). Prompt neutron emission was not considered in the calculated
fission yield. Meanwhile, the prompt neutron emission is considered for JENDL-3.3 data. It is known that
the neutron multiplicity against mass number of fragment shows a saw-tooth curve [7]. Then, the calculated
fission yield showed qualitative consistency with the data of JENDL-3.3. There were discrepancies in mass
regions of A = 85–95 and A = 140–150 in previous analysis [3]. Although there were not such discrepancies
in present result, fission yields were underestimated in mass regions above A = 150 and below A = 90.
The shape elongation factor K was obtained at the saddle point deduced from JENDL-3.3 data in
a previous analysis [2]. The K changed the trend at mass of fragments A ~ 130. The similar behavior
appeared in the deformation parameter a2 in Fig. 3-(c). The D2 contributes significantly to the deformation
of nucleus. It might depend on the existence of symmetric and asymmetric fissions.

4. Conclusions
The channel-dependent fission potentials were calculated for the neutron-induced fission of U-235
by a macroscopic-microscopic method based on the selective channel scission model. The massdistribution of fission yield was obtained for thermal neutron-induced fission of U-235.
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3

Results and Discussion

The modiﬁed QMD model has been used to explore the eﬀect of the diﬀerent eﬀective interactions on the ground state properties of nuclei, reaction cross sections and light-ion production
in nucleon-induced reactions. Calculations have been done for several nuclei of interest, such as
12 C, 16 O, 27 Al, and 28 Si.
We use two parameter sets, which take into account diﬀerent eﬀective interactions. They are
listed in Table 1 along with the JQMD one. The ﬁrst of them (denoted as P&MD) in addition
to the JQMD interaction includes Pauli and momentum-dependent potentials and is taken from
Ref. [11], the other one (Yukawa) with Pauli and Yukawa potentials is from [12]. We use the
Table 1: Parameters of the model for the diﬀerent interactions.

A (MeV)
B (MeV)
L (fm2 )
τ
CP (MeV)
q0 (fm)
p0 (MeV)
(1)
Cex (MeV)
(1)
Cex (MeV)
μ1 (MeV)
μ2 (MeV)
CY (MeV fm)
γY

JQMD
-219.4
165.3
2.0
1.33

P&MD
-127.86
204.28
1.75
1.33
140
1.644
120
-258.54
-375.60
2.35
0.4

Yukawa
-163.0
125.95
1.0
1.67
30
5.81
400

-0.498
1.4

JQMD values for the saturation density ρ0 = 0.168 fm−3 and the symmetry energy parameter
Cs = 25 MeV.
The ground state in the JQMD and with the P&MD parameter set is generated by the
frictional cooling method. In order to investigate the thermostatic properties of the ground state
and to check the eﬀect of the temperature on the reaction cross section, the ground state for
the P&MD parameter set is created also using the Metropolis sampling method at temperature
T = 3 MeV. For the Yukawa parameter set we use random packing because of diﬃculties in the
creation of stable ground state by means of the frictional cooling and adjustment of the binding
energy.
In Fig. 1 we show the density ρ(r) and momentum n(p) distributions of the ground state
of 12 C and 28 Si nuclei calculated with diﬀerent parameter sets. The corresponding root-meansquare radii are listed in Table 2. The QMD simulations are performed up to 150 fm/c and
the averaged quantities over 1000 events are plotted. The results are compared with the empirical density distribution of Negele [13] and with “experimental” total momentum distribution
deduces by y-scaling analysis [14] of inclusive electron-scattering data. The results of both parameter sets show improvement of the ground state properties in comparison with the JQMD
ones. We have higher density in the center of nucleus and not so wide surface shape, root-meansquare radii are smaller and closer to the experimental ones, and the momentum distributions
develop a high-momentum component. The inclusion of the Pauli and momentum-dependent
potentials shows, for the 12 C case, fair agreement of the density distribution and root-mean4
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square radius with the empirical ones. Increasing of the temperature of the system leads to
rearrangement of the nucleons from the center to the periphery. The momentum distribution of
12 C calculated with Yukawa parameter set is in better agreement with the experimental data.
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Figure 1: Density (left) and momentum (right) distributions of the ground state of 12 C and 28 Si
obtained with diﬀerent parameter sets.

Table 2: Root-mean-square radii (in fm) of 12 C and
Nucleus
12 C
28 Si

JQMD
3.082
3.488

P&MD
2.771
3.413

28 Si

obtained with diﬀerent parameter sets.

P&MD T = 3 MeV
2.987
3.447

Yukawa
2.555
3.265

Negele
2.707
3.165

A comparison between QMD calculations of the total reaction cross section for the protoninduced reaction on 12 C is shown in Fig. 2. The results are averaged quantities over time
evolution up to 100 fm/c and over 104 events. The experimental data are taken from Ref. [15].
The JQMD model describes satisfactorily the reaction cross section, especially at high energies.
The QMD calculations with the Pauli and momentum-dependent parameter set underestimate
the experimental cross section for whole energy spectrum, but reproduce very well the energy
dependence. We can improve the results by increasing the temperature of the ground state. The
calculations with the Yukawa parameter set show good agreement with the experimental data.
Similar results have been obtained for the 27 Al nucleus.
The results with the P&MD parameter set for angle-integrated energy spectra of light-ion
production for 28 Si in neutron-induced reaction at incident energy 96 MeV are presented in Fig. 3.
The QMD simulations are performed with 106 events and up to 100 fm/c. It can be seen that
the JQMD results reproduce very well the proton production, but show large underestimation
5
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Figure 2: Total reaction cross section of

12 C

for incident proton.

for other light clusters. The introduction of Pauli and momentum-dependent potentials with
present parameters doesn’t change signiﬁcantly the description of light-ion emission. The proton
cross sections are slightly reduced, while for the cross sections of other light clusters we have
small enhancement. The results for the double-diﬀerential cross sections are similar. Thus, the
present work indicates that the eﬀective interaction potentials used in QMD calculations have
little inﬂuence on preequilibrium light-cluster production in neutron-induced reactions. It should
be noted that agreement with the experimental data is fairly improved by implementation of a
phenomenological coalescence model into the QMD calculation as shown in our recent work [5].

4

Conclusions

The JQMD model is used to explore the preequilibrium light-cluster production in nucleoninduced reactions at intermediate energies. In order to improve ground state properties of nuclei,
new eﬀective interactions, for instance Pauli, momentum-dependent and Yukawa, are added to
the nuclear Hamiltonian. Two parameter sets are used, the ﬁrst one includes the Pauli and
momentum-dependent potentials, the second one – the Pauli and Yukawa potentials.
The inclusion of the Pauli potential and momentum-dependent interaction leads to enhancement of the density distribution and the root-mean-square radii of nuclei. Calculations show
underestimation of the proton-induced total reaction cross section but the energy dependence
is reproduced rather well. Increasing of the temperature of the system leads to enhancement of
the results.
The introduction of the Yukawa potential improves the nucleon momentum distribution, it
develops a high-momentum component in accordance to the experimental data. The protoninduced total reaction cross section is reproduced rather well.
Newly added interactions with present parameter sets don’t aﬀect signiﬁcantly the JQMD
description of the light-cluster emission in nucleon-induced reactions.

6
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Figure 3: Angle-integrated energy spestra of light ions produced from neutron-induced reaction
on 28 Si at 96 MeV. The experimental data are taken from [16].
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4

Summary

The evaluation of cross sections for 206 Pb was performed for neutron- and protoninduced reactions by using the ECIS-96 and the GNASH code. The energy range of
evaluation was from 20 to 200 MeV. The global optical potentials were adopted to allow
the continuous evaluation for the incident energy. The optical model potential parameters
were determined to give good agreements with experimental data of total and angulardiﬀerential elastic scattering cross sections. The GNASH code was used for evaluations
of energy-diﬀerential particle-production cross sections and isotope-production cross sections. Double-diﬀerential cross-sections of the emitted particles were calculated on the
basis of the Kalbach systematics. Present evaluations were compared with the available experimental data and LA150. Good overall agreements were obtained. However,
there was large discrepancy between evaluated and experimental isotope-production cross
sections for some residual nuclei.
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Based on G. D. Spriggs’ two-region kinetics model, a two-group point reactor kinetics model is
developed. With the help of MCNP code, the modified model calculates prompt time decay constants of one
benchmark reactor, PU-MET-FAST-024. The results of fundamental and secondary modes agree well with
MCNP time fitting results in different subcritical reactivities.

1. INTRODUCTION
Time eigenvalue of transportation equation, alpha, is defined to describe all neutrons’ time behavior
(increasing or decreasing) in a nuclear reactor. Its number reflects the criticality also. The time constant,
especially prompt time constant, had been studied for 60 years. Lots of reflected reactor’s experimental
data cannot be satisfactorily explained using the standard point kinetic model 1. And multiple decay modes
near delayed critical were also observed, which of course cannot be described by standard point kinetic
model.
The existing numerical transportation codes, such as MCNP4C 2 and TART 3, 4 , can do the job well
with only the fundamental mode calculated. By using alpha static criticality method, MCNP4C is a good
tool if keff is close 1, which means the reactor is near delayed critical. But MCNP4C’s calculation may be
very difficult and time-consuming if the reactor has more negative reactivity or reflector contains hydrogen,
or both.
In the region of analytical method, many works contains too much mathematics, which are not easy to
calculate and compare with experimental data. G. D. Spriggs’ one-group, two-region kinetic model based
on Avery-Cohn model is simple, calculable. The model introduces simple probability relationships essential
to calculating the coupling parameters between core and reflector,1 and derives the reflected-core inhour
equation which contains multiple decay modes. However, Spriggs model cannot well describe multiple
time constants of the thermal reflected reactor. In this kind of reactor, thermal neutrons with long lifetime
contribute much to the time constant. Because of importance of thermal neutrons in such fast-thermal
reactor, we present a simplified two-group, two-region kinetic model (2G2R) based on Spriggs model, and
rewrite the reflected-core inhour equation. With the help of MCNP code, we calculated the coupling
parameters, neutron lifetimes and first and secondary time constant of a spherical benchmark reactor,
PU-MET-FAST-024.6 Because we don’t have experimental data, the results of time constants are also
compare with 3 different models, MCNP time fitting method, alpha static method (MCNP4C), and Spriggs
model. The results of 2G2R model agree well with MCNP time fitting method which can be thought as an
experiment in computer.
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2. ALPHA STATIC CRITICALITY METHOD
MCNP4C code introduced a new feature to calculate the fundamental mode of prompt time
eigenvalue2. It is based on alpha static criticality method. In subcritical condition, the equation is
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The calculation procedures are to get k’1 by searching proper alpha. Then equation becomes
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which is the alpha eigenequation.
If a reactor has more negative reactivity or reflector contains hydrogen, or both, the ratio between (/v)
term and t term can be very large, which will results non-physical high particle weight and stops the
calculation. We add an adjusting parameter to lower the ratio. The modified equation is
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The modification can only weaken the tendency of getting huge particle weight, and restrictedly
extend the usage of MCNP4C. The k’ intends to converge to a number larger than unit if reactor is in a
deeper subcriticality, which means calculated alpha is smaller than true value in number axis. The
determination of adjusting parameter is a little arbitrary based on various calculation conditions. Once
confirmed, it shall not change in the running.

3. MCNP TIME FITTING
In time dependant transportation equation, neutron density or flux has the formal solution,5

& &
N r , :, E , t

¦N

j

& &
D t
r , :, E u e j .

(3)

j 0

In a subcritical system, all j values are negative. We assume j‘s absolute values increase with increasing j.
And 0 is the largest one, the fundamental time constant. If we add a pulse source at zero time, the
neutron’s time distribution will start a buildup in the beginning, then drop to multiple decay mode which
has nothing to do with source anymore.
By integrating volume, solid angle and energy, the current term becomes leakage term. But its time
behavior still follows formula (3). which means we can use MCNP’s tally option, F1, to count leakage
neutrons’ time distribution as system’s time distribution. Then, we use formula (3) to fit time distribution to
get multiple time constants. The fitting coefficients are time-independent flux corresponding to each decay
mode. However, the coefficient, Nj, is not concerned in this work.
With enough neutron source particles (NPS) and adequate time, MCNP F1 tally can explain Rossi-
measurement well in the vicinity of delayed critical. At this point, MCNP F1 tally is doing the same thing
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as Rossi- does. The difference is Rossi- has background term, which is not easy to get rid of from
experimental counts, and will conceal the lower decay modes, especially 0 , in a deeper subcritical system
with a thermal reflector. To the contrary, MCNP F1 tally can display all lower decay modes without
interference of background term. So, MCNP F1 tally can be seen as an imaginary Rossi- measurement in
computer.

4. 2G2R MODEL
We adopt the conventional diffusion approximation to deal with a two-region system consisting of a
core surrounded by a non-multiplying, source-free reflector.1 The simplified model can be described as the
following set of two-group coupled differential equations.

§ dI1c ·
¸
¨
¨ X1c dt ¸
¨ dI ¸
¨ 2c ¸
¨ X 2 c dt ¸
¨ dI ¸
¨ 1r ¸
¨ X1r dt ¸
¨ dI ¸
¨¨ 2 r ¸¸
© X 2 r dt ¹

§  Bc2 D1c  1  E eff v6 f1c  6 r1c
¨
6 s12 c
¨
¨
2
Bc D1c f cr11
¨
¨
0
©

1  E eff v6 f 2 c
 Bc2 D2c  6 a2 c
0
Bc2 D2c f cr22

Br2 D1r f rc11
0

·§ I1c ·
¸¨ ¸
¸¨ I2c ¸
¸¨ ¸
0
¸¨ I1r ¸
2
 Br D2 r  6 a2 r ¸¹¨© I2 r ¸¹
0
Br2 D2 r f rc22

 Br2 D1r  6 r1r
6 s12 r

(4)
Where subscript 1 represents the fast group (E>1eV), and 2 represents thermal group (E<1eV). c means
core, and r means reflector. For simplification, we only include effective fraction of delayed neutrons, eff ,
in set of equations.
After Laplace transformation, we can get inhour equation,

>Z l

1c

 1  k1c 1  E eff

Z l1r  1  f11 @u > Z l2 c  1 Z l2 r  1  f 22 @
 k 2 c 1  E eff

>Z l

1r

 1 Z l2 r  1 k s12 c  f12 @ 0

.

(5)

In most reflected systems, the thermal neutron’s number is a few orders smaller than fast neutron’s number,
which leads to a neglectable f22(0). And average thermal neutron’s lifetime is sufficiently small such that
j l2c<<1 for all possible j roots. Introducing the definition of reactivity, the inhour equation can be
rewritten as

Z

f12 k 2 c 1  E eff ª
º
l1c
1  f11
f11 l1r
1
Z

«1 
» 1  E eff 


Z l1r  1 k c  '
Z
Z
1
1
kc  '
kc  '
l
l
kc  '
1r
2r
¬
¼

U  E eff

(6)
In many cases, f22 and ks12c can be neglected and l2r is very large such that j l2r>>1, then the inhour
equation is back to Spriggs model shape with one feedback constant, and only describe fast neutron’s time
constant. But we will lose a root related with l2r by this simplification. It is better to resolve cubic equation

>Z l

1c

 1  k1c 1  E eff

Z l1r  1  f11 @u Z l2 r  1  k 2c 1  E eff f12

with determined coefficients calculated by MCNP code.

5. MODEL CALCULATIONS
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0.

(7)

Because we don’t have experimental data to test the 2G2R model, a benchmark model,
PU-MET-FAST-024,6 is chosen as preliminary test. A summary of the reactor is given in Table I. And 3
different models do the same calculations for comparison between them. One model, MCNP time fitting, is
regarded as imaginary experiment because of similarity with Rossi- measurement. All results are listed
below.
Table I: Simplified PUT-MET-FAST-024 Reactor Description 6
Region/Dimension

Atom Density(×10-24) cm-3

Material

Core (spherical)
6cm radius

Reflector
(spherical shell)
1.55cm thick

239

Pu

3.6620×10-2

240

Pu

6.6944×10-4

Ga

2.1962×10-3

Fe

1.4126×104

O

2.8972×10-4

Ni

1.9748×10-3

C

3.8814×10-2

H

7.7616×10-2

D

1.1644×10-5

Table II: Integral Quantities with different reflector thick
Model / Reflector’s thick

0cm
Bare Reactor

0.6cm

1.0cm

1.55cm

0.95323

0.97277

0.99823

keff
MCNP

0.92311

Fundamental Time Constant, 0 (s-1)
Alpha Static Method

-25.88

-2.372

-0.45

-0.035

MCNP Time Fitting

-29.48

-1.23

-0.53

-0.038

Spriggs Modela

-22.43

-10.0

-3.68

-0.16

2G2R Modela

-22.40

-0.57

-0.26

-0.20

-1

Secondary Time Constant, 1 (s )
MCNP Time Fitting

ˉ

-8.26

-5.10

-0.37

2G2R Model

ˉ

-10.21

-4.55

-0.82

aˉeff=0.0023 is taken.

Figures a to d display the MCNP time fitting results. Fig. a is for bare system, and Fig. d is for critical
system. In Fig. b and c, neutron counts shows a sharp drop of 2 orders in a few microseconds and still do
not enter the fundamental decay mode. Rossi- measurement will be difficult to get the fundamental mode
for such reactors, because secondary decay mode is dominant and background neutrons cover and destroy
the fundamental decay mode.
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Fig. a. Leakage neutron time distribution and its fitting with 0cm-thick reflector.
Fig. b. Leakage neutron time distribution and its fitting with 0.6cm-thick reflector.
Fig. c. Leakage neutron time distribution and its fitting with 1.0cm-thick reflector.
Fig. d. Leakage neutron time distribution and its fitting with 1.55cm-thick reflector.

6. DISCUSSION
Comparing the results given in Table II, we can see that all 2 time constants of 2G2R model are close
to MCNP time fitting method, the imaginary experiments. Two reasons contribute much to this. Firstly,
two-group calculation is included in 2G2R model. Second, all coupling parameters from Spriggs model are
determined by MCNP running.
At the same time, fundamental time constants calculated by Spriggs model results are close to MCNP
time fitting for critical and bare system, and are not for two systems in the middle. Two middle systems’
results are close to MCNP time fitting’s secondary time constant. These two features can be explained that
Spriggs model’s time constant reflect the dominant time decay behavior which may not be the fundamental
decay mode.
Though alpha static method (MCNP4C) ‘s results are close to MCNP time fitting, the convergence of
k’ in alpha static equation (1) or (2) is departure from unit with a few percent error for two middle systems,
which strongly lowers the results of alpha static method.
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According to the discussion above, 2G2R model provides a simple way to analyze multiple time decay
modes quantitatively.
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APPENDEX Effective multiplication factor, keff
To calculate effective multiplication factor, keff , we resolve the set of equations below,
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The effective multiplication factor, keff and kc are,
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Uncertainties of the current minor actinide (MA) nuclear data are larger than those of other major
nuclides. Therefore, analyzed neutronic properties of MA-loaded fast reactor (FR) and accelerator driven
system (ADS) have much larger design margins in comparison with those of conventional FR. To improve
the reliability, safety and economical efficiency of these systems, it is required to increase the accuracy of
the nuclear data of MA by the experimental data taken by adequate experimental conditions.
In this study, error analyses were performed to estimate “How much would the error caused by the MA
nuclear data decrease if the MA-loaded core experiments were performed”. TEF-P (Transmutation Physics
Experimental Facility), which is being planned to carry out basic experiments for MA-loaded systems in
JAEA, was employed to simulate hypothetical MA-loaded core experiments. For the estimation, the cross
section adjustment procedure was employed.
These analysis results showed that the errors caused by the nuclear data were improved by considering
existing 233 integral data and 7 hypothetical results simulating TEF-P experiments. As a typical result, the
errors (the confidence level is 1) for the coolant void reactivity were improved from 2.4% to 1.4% for
MA-loaded FR and from 5.8% to 3.0% for ADS designed by JAEA.

1. Introduction
Research and development (R&D) for minor actinide (MA) transmutation technologies by using Fast
Reactor (FR) and Accelerator Driven System (ADS) have been performed at Japan Atomic Energy Agency
(JAEA). Improvement on the neutronic design accuracy of the MA-loaded core is one of the most
important issues in the MA transmutation technology. Uncertainties of the current MA nuclear data are
larger than those of other major nuclides. Therefore, analyzed neutronic properties of MA-loaded FR and
ADS have much larger design margins in comparison with those of conventional FR. To improve the
reliability, safety and economical efficiency of these systems, it is required to increase the accuracy of the
nuclear data of MA by the experimental data taken by adequate experimental conditions.
JAEA plans a construction of “TEF-P” (Transmutation Physics Experimental Facility) in the second
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phase of the “J-PARC” (Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex) project. TEF-P is a plate-type
fuelled critical assembly which is able to accept a proton beam (400MeV, 10W) delivered from a LINAC
of J-PARC. Various experiments are available in a critical condition or a sub-critical state driven by
spallation neutrons. Furthermore, the experiments using pin-type MA fuel, which must be handled with
remote devices, are planned to simulate the MA-loaded systems.
In this study, error analyses were performed to estimate ̌How much would the error caused by the
MA nuclear data decrease if the MA-loaded core experiments at TEF-P were performed”. In this estimation,
the cross-section adjustment procedure was employed.

2. Procedure to estimate Errors caused by Nuclear Data
The error analyses were performed by the cross-section adjustment procedure [1]. This procedure
adjusts the nuclear data to reduce the errors caused by the nuclear data and makes it possible to estimate the
errors quantitatively. Figure 1 shows a simplified schematic of this procedure (details are described in the
reference [1]). Existing nuclear data (cross section T and covariance data M) such as JENDL-3.3 are
adjusted by the Bayesian theorem by using sensitivity G, analytical modeling error Vm and experimental
error Ve for 233 integral data [1]. The adjusted nuclear data T’ and M’ are calculated as an output.
In this theory, the errors caused by the nuclear data are defined as GMGt (t means a transpose). So, it is
available to compare the errors before the adjustment (GMGt) and after the adjustment by the 233 integral
data (GM’Gt). This procedure also enables to assess the effect of hypothetical experiments. In this study,
seven hypothetical MA experiment data at TEF-P were added to the 233 integral data to estimate “How
much would the error caused by the MA nuclear data decrease”. New adjusted nuclear data T’’ and M’’
were calculated and the error caused by the new data (GM’’Gt) was estimated.

3. Calculation Conditions
(1) Hypothetical MA experiments
To simulate hypothetical MA experiments, the FCA XVII-1 core [2] which was a mock-up of a MOX
fueled fast reactor was referred. Figure 2 shows the RZ calculation model of the TEF-P core. The
characteristic and difference against the FCA core of the TEF-P are that it is available to treat the pin-type
MA fuel. The MA fuel pin was loaded in the TEST region. In this study, a MA-loaded FR and an ADS were
treated for the error analyses. For the FR analysis, U/Pu/MA(=77.4/17.6/5.0 wt%) oxide fuel pin
surrounded by Na was set to the TEST region. Pu/MA(31/69 wt%) nitride fuel surrounded by Pb-Bi was set
to the TEST region for the ADS analysis. The composition of MAs was Np-237/Am-241/Am-243/Cm-244
= 11.1/44.4/22.2/22.2 wt% through this study.
In these calculations, the sensitivity was calculated by the SAGEP code [3] with 18 energy group
structure. Seven calculation cases shown in Table 1 were performed; for a criticality, for a coolant void
reactivity and a Doppler reactivity. The analytical modeling error and the experimental errors were
determined based on the FCA XVII-1 experiments described in the reference [1].
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(2) Object of estimation
In this study, the errors included in neutronic designs of the MA-loaded FR and the ADS were
estimated. The 1600MWt sodium cooled FR core studied in the feasibility study [4] was employed as a
typical FR. Figure 3 shows the RZ calculation model of the FR core. 5 wt% MAs were added to the inner
and outer core region. The 800MWt LBE (lead bismuth eutectic) cooled ADS designed by JAEA [5] was
employed as a typical ADS core (Fig. 4). The sensitivities for the criticality, the coolant void reactivity
(coolant volume fraction at the driver region was changed to 0%) and the Doppler reactivity (ǍT=500K at
the driver region) were calculated for both cores by SAGEP code.
(3) Nuclides and reactions for adjustment
In this study, nuclides and reactions whose covariance data were prepared in JENDL-3.3 were treated
for the adjustment. Table 2 and Table 3 show the nuclides and reactions which were adjusted for the FR and
the ADS, respectively. As shown in these tables, covariance data for elastic and inelastic reactions of MAs
are not prepared in JENDL-3.3. Additionally, many covariance data which are important to analyze the
errors of the ADS are not prepared; such as capture and elastic reactions for Pb isotopes and Bi-209,
capture and inelastic reactions for N-15. In the present study, these nuclides and reactions which were not
prepared in JENDL-3.3 were not considered; in other words, errors caused by these nuclides and reactions
were not included in present results.

4. Results and Discussion
The errors caused by the nuclear data are summarized in Table 4 for the FR and Table 5 for the ADS.
Figure 5-10 show the contributions of the nuclides and the reactions to the errors caused by the nuclear data
for each case. For the FR, the effect of the TEF-P experiments was shown as the improvement of the error
for Am-241 and Cm-244 capture reaction mainly though the changes (from 233 to 240) of the total error
were small for all cases.
For the ADS, the total error was decreased by the TEF-P experiments from 0.74% to 0.68% (from 233
to 240) for the criticality, from 3.8% to 3.0 for the coolant void reactivity and from 4.0% to 2.8% for the
Doppler reactivity. For the criticality, the changes of the errors for Am-241 capture reaction, N-15 elastic
reaction and inelastic reactions of the Pb isotopes and Bi-209 were prominent (Fig. 6). For the coolant void,
the changes of the errors for Am-241 and Am-243 capture reactions, N-15 elastic reaction and inelastic
reactions of the Pb isotopes and Bi-209 were significant (Fig. 8). For the Doppler reactivity, the changes of
the errors for Am-241 and Am-243 capture reactions, N-15 elastic reaction and capture reactions of Fe and
Zr-40 were impressive (Fig. 10).
However, the results for the ADS are not exact since the covariance data of many nuclides and reactions,
such as elastic and inelastic reactions for MAs, capture and elastic reactions for the Pb isotopes and Bi-209
and capture and inelastic reactions for N-15 (Table 3), are not prepared as described above. To perform
more correct estimations, more experiments and estimations for MAs and other nuclides should be carried
out and an expansion of the covariance data is important.
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5. Conclusion
The error analyses were performed to estimate “How much would the error caused by the MA nuclear
data decrease if the MA-loaded core experiments at TEF-P were performed”. In this estimation, the
cross-section adjustment procedure was employed for the FR and the ADS. The seven hypothetical TEF-P
experiments were calculated and the sensitivities were used in the cross-section adjustment procedure.
These results showed that the TEF-P experiments with MA fuel were effective to improve the accuracy
of the neutronic design for MA-loaded systems. For the ADS, the errors caused by the nuclear data were
changed from 0.74% to 0.68% for the criticality, from 3.8% to 3.0% for the coolant void reactivity and
from 4.0% to 2.8% for the Doppler reactivity (from 233 to 240 int. data). On the other hand, these results
were unable to reduce the margins in the neutronic designs for the MA-loaded systems since the covariance
data for elastic and inelastic reactions for MAs were not considered. For the present ADS design, the
covariance data for capture and elastic reactions of Pb isotopes and Bi-209, capture and inelastic reactions
of N-15 and all reactions for Zr isotopes were also required since the quantities of these nuclides were very
large in the present design. More experiments for MAs and other nuclides are important, and the expansion
of the covariance data is also necessary.
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Table 1: Calculation cases for hypothetical MA experiments at TEF-P
Cases

Analytical modeling

Experimental error

error V’m[%]

V’e[%]

Criticality

0.04

0.2

Void reactivity (1-3z)

1.0

5.0

Void reactivity (1-6z)

2.0

5.0

Void reactivity (1-9z)

3.0

10.0

Doppler reactivity (573K)

3.0

3.5

Doppler reactivity (823K)

3.0

4.0

Doppler reactivity (1073K)

3.0

4.5

Table 2:Nuclides and reactions for adjustment (FR) Table 3: Nuclides and reactions for adjustment (ADS)
Nuclide CaptureFissionǵElasticInelasticǿ Ǵ-bar

Nuclide CaptureFissionǵElasticInelasticǿ Ǵ-bar

U-235

٤

٤ ٤ ٤

٤

٤

٤

Pu-238

٤

٤









U-238

٤

٤ ٤ ٤

٤

٤

٤

Pu-239

٤

٤ ٤ ٤

٤

٤

٤

Pu-238

٤

٤

Pu-240

٤

٤ ٤ ٤

٤

٤

٤

Pu-239

٤

٤ ٤ ٤

٤

٤

٤

Pu-241

٤

٤ ٤ ٤

٤



٤

Pu-240

٤

٤ ٤ ٤

٤

٤

٤

Pu-242

٤

٤









Pu-241

٤

٤ ٤ ٤

٤

٤

Np-237

٤

٤ ٤









Pu-242

٤

٤

Am-241

٤

٤ ٤









Np-237

٤

٤ ٤

Am-242m

٤

٤









Am-241

٤

٤ ٤

Am-243

٤

٤ ٤









Am-243

٤

٤ ٤

Cm-244

٤

٤









Cm-244

٤

٤

N-15



-

-

٤



-



O

٤

-

-

٤

٤

-

٤

Fe

٤

-

-

٤

٤

-

٤

Fe

٤

-

-

٤

٤

-

٤

Cr

٤

-

-

٤

٤

-

٤

Cr

٤

-

-

٤

٤

-

٤

Ni

٤

-

-

٤

٤

-

٤

Ni

٤

-

-

٤

٤

-

٤

Zr-40

٤

-

-



٤

-



Na

٤

-

-

٤

٤

-

٤

Pb-206



-

-



٤

-



Pb-207



-

-



٤

-



Pb-208



-

-



٤

-



Bi-209



-

-



٤

-
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Table 4: Errors caused by nuclear data (FR)
Before

After Adjustment by

After Adjustment by

Adjustment

233 int. data

240 (233+TEF-P) int. data

Criticality

1.06

0.30

0.27

Coolant Void Reactivity

2.43

1.57

1.36

Doppler Reactivity

3.76

2.16

1.71

unit [%]

Table 5: Errors caused by nuclear data (ADS)
Before

After Adjustment by

After Adjustment by

Adjustment

233 int. data

240 (233+TEF-P) int. data

Criticality

1.08

0.74

0.68

Coolant Void Reactivity

5.80

3.82

2.98

Doppler Reactivity

4.92

3.99

2.77

unit [%]
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Present condition

Existing 233 Integral Data
Sensitivity䋺G
Analytical Modeling Error䋺Vm
Experimental Error䋺Ve

Existing Nuclear Data(JENDL-3.3)
Cross Section䋺T
Covariance䋺M

Cross-Section Adjustment
Procedure based on
Bayesian theorem

Adjusted Nuclear Data
Cross Section䋺T’
Covariance䋺M’

This Study
Existing 233 Integral Data
+ 7 hypothetical MA experiments at TEF-P
Sensitivity䋺G’
Analytical Modeling Error䋺V’m
Experimental Error䋺V’e

Adjusted Nuclear Data
Cross Section䋺T’’
Covariance䋺M’’

Fig. 1: Procedure to estimate errors caused by nuclear data

Fig. 2: RZ model of TEF-P core

Fig. 3: RZ model of FR core
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Fig. 4: RZ model of ADS core
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Fig. 5: Contribution of nuclides and reactions to errors caused by nuclear data (criticality, FR)
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Fig. 6: Contribution of nuclides and reactions to errors caused by nuclear data (criticality, ADS)
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Fig. 7: Contribution of nuclides and reactions to errors caused by nuclear data (coolant void reactivity, FR)
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Fig. 8: Contribution of nuclides and reactions to errors caused by nuclear data (coolant void reactivity, ADS)
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Fig. 9: Contribution of nuclides and reactions to errors caused by nuclear data (Doppler reactivity, FR)
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Fig. 10: Contribution of nuclides and reactions to errors caused by nuclear data (Doppler reactivity, ADS)
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Integral benchmark experiments for nuclear data verification carried out at JAEA
FNS have been analyzed with MCNP-4C and the recent nuclear data libraries; JENDL-3.3,
FENDL-2.1, JEFF-3.1 and ENDF/B-VII.0. In this paper the results for the experiments for
SiC and Iron were discussed and compared each other.

1. Introduction
For a few years several nuclear data libraries, JENDL-3.3 [1], FENDL-2.1 [2],
JEFF-3.1 [3] and ENDF/B-VII.0 [4], have been newly released.
- JENDL-3.3 was released in May, 2002.
- FENDL-2.1 was released in December, 2004.
- JEFF-3.1 was released in May, 2005.
- ENDF/B-VII.0 was released in December, 2006.
It is essential to verify these libraries through analyses of integral benchmark experiments.
Many integral benchmark experiments for nuclear data verification have been carried out at
JAEA/FNS [5-7]. Thus we analyzed these experiments with JENDL-3.3, FENDL-2.1,
JEFF-3.1 and ENDF/B-VII.0 and the results were compared each other.
2. Overview of integral benchmark experiments at JAEA/FNS
Two types of integral benchmark experiments for nuclear data verification with DT
neutrons have been performed for long time at JAEA/FNS. One is a Time-of-flight (TOF)
experiment, the other is an in-situ measurement experiment.
In the TOF experiments angular neutron spectra above ~ 50 keV leaking from slabs
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were measured at several angles. So far they were done for lithium oxide, beryllium,
graphite, nitrogen, oxygen, iron, copper and lead slabs changing the slab thickness.
In the in-situ measurement experiments neutron spectra over almost the whole
energy region, reaction rates for several dosimetry reactions, fission rates, gamma-ray
spectra, gamma-ray heating, etc. were measured inside slabs. So far they were done for
lithium oxide, lithum aluminate, lithium titanate, lithium zirconate, beryllium, graphite, SiC,
vanadium, iron, SS316, copper, tungsten.
3. Calculation method
The Monte Carlo code MCNP-4C [8] was used for this analysis. The following
ACE files were adopted for the present analyses.
- JENDL-3.3 : ACE files supplied from JAEA Nuclear Data Center processed with
NJOY99.67 [9] and local patch [10].
- FENDL-2.1 : ACE files supplied from IAEA Nuclear Data Services processed
with NJOY99.90 and local patch [11].
- JEFF-3.1 and ENDF/B-VII.0 : ACE files processed with NJOY99.161 for
ourselves.
4. Results and discussions
We have too many results of the analyses for integral benchmark experiments at
JAEA/FNS to show all of them in this symposium. The results of the in-situ measurement
experiments only for SiC and iron, where differences among the results with recent nuclear
data libraries are rather large, are described here. All the results will be published in
JAEA-Data/Code or so.
1) In-situ measurement experiment for SiC
Figure 1 shows ratios of calculation value to experimental one (C/E) for the
reaction rate of 93Nb(n,2n)92mNb which is sensitive to neutrons above 10 MeV. The
calculations with JENDL-3.3 and ENDF/B-VII.0 agree with the measurement within 5 %,
while that with JEFF-3.1 overestimates the measurement and that with FENDL-2.1 tends to
underestimate the measurement slightly. Figure 2 plots C/E distributions for the gamma-ray
heating rate. The calculation with FENDL-2.1 underestimates the measurement by around
30 %m while those with the other libraries overestimate by 20 – 30 %.
2) In-situ measurement experiment for iron
Figures 3 and 4 show neutron spectra at the depths of 310 and 810 mm. Generally
all the calculations agree with the measurements well. The calculation with JENDL-3.3
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slightly overestimates the measurements below ~ 10 keV at the depth of 310 mm, if you
check them in detail. This is clearly indicated in Fig. 5, which plots C/E distributions for the
neutron flux from 0.1 keV to 1 keV. Figure 6 shows the C/E distribution for the reaction rate
of 115In(n,n’)115mIn, which is sensitive to neutrons above 300 keV. Note that the four
calculations show a different tendency each other, though the difference is not so large.
5. Concluding remarks
We analyzed integral benchmark experiments at JAEA FNS with the recent nuclear
data libraries (JENDL-3.3, FENDL-2.1, JEFF-3.1 and ENDF/B-VII.0) and MCNP-4C in
order to verify these libraries. The results of the in-situ measurement experiments only for
SiC and iron were discussed here. Differences among the results with recent nuclear data
libraries were rather large. In the future we will investigate origins of the differences among
the calculation results.
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Nuclear heating calculation for the high flux test module in IFMIF
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The PHITS code is applied to neutronics calculations for the high flux test module in IFMIF. The
calculated neutron energy spectrum and heating rate show reasonably good agreement with the previous
result of the conceptual nuclear design. These physical quantities are calculated using different high-energy
nuclear data libraries (LA150, NRG-2003, and JENDL/HE-2004), and the similarities and differences are
discussed. The validity of the KERMA approximation and the sensitivity of the Li(d,xn) neutron source
term to heat production calculation are examined.
1. Introduction
The International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility (IFMIF) 1) is composed of an accelerator-driven
deuteron-lithium neutron source for irradiation tests of fusion reactor candidate materials. Neutrons up to
about 55 MeV will be produced by two 125 mA beams of 40 MeV deuterons bombarding a thick target of
flowing liquid lithium. So far, conceptual nuclear designs of the IFMIF have been performed mainly using
a code McDelicious developed in Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe (FZK)2,3). In detailed design of the IFMIF,
more accurate estimation will be required on behaviors of fast neutrons with energies up to 55 MeV in
materials. Several high-energy particle transport codes such as MCNPX4) and PHITS5) are widely used for
various accelerator applications in combination with the latest high energy nuclear data libraries. Therefore,
it is worthwhile to test to what extent these codes and high energy nuclear data libraries are applicable to
IFMIF neutronics calculations.
The PHITS code5) is chosen for calculations of nuclear heating in the high flux test module (HFTM) in
the IFMIF. The main purpose of this work is to examine the applicability of the PHITS code to IFMIF
neutronics calculations. Neutron energy spectrum and nuclear heating over the HFTM are calculated and
compared to FZK results. Furthermore, the sensitivity of three nuclear data libraries (LA1506), NRG20037),
and JENDL/HE-20048)) to nuclear heating and the validity of KERMA approximation are discussed.
Influence of the d-Li reaction source term is investigated on nuclear heating using differential thick target
neutron yield data of the Li(d,n) reaction measured recently in Tohoku University9).
2. Calculation procedure
The high flux test module (HFTM) is placed downstream behind the flowing liquid lithium target,
forming the highest neutron radiation region. The HFTM consists of a steel container housing a numebr of
irradiation rigs that contain encapsulated irrradiation specimens.
The PHITS code is used for IFMIF-HFTM neutronics calculations. The details of the PHITS code are
described in ref. 5).
In the present calculation, a simplified HFTM configuration is adopted as in the previous FZK work2).
The geometrical configuration is depicted in Fig.1. The HFTM part is composed of a rectangular block 20 x
5 x 5 cm3 filled with Eurofer with a mass denisty of 6.24 g/cm3, which is 80% of the normal density to take
account of the space occupied by colling gas.
Each of two deuteron beams impinges on the lithum target with 10º declination angle in vertical
direction. Fig.1 illustrates the lithium target (26 x 2.5 x 20 cm3) filled with lithium at 0.512 g/cm3 and its
back plate (26 x 0.18 x 20 cm3) filled with Eurofer at 7.8 g/cm3 density. The PHITS code can calculate
neutron production from the Li(d,xn) reaction in the lithium target using the QMD model10) in priciple, but
a preliminary result does not show reasonable agreement with experimental results. Thus, the differential
thick target neutron yields (TTY) calculated by the McDelicious code2) are used as the source term in the
present work. The source term is assumed to be a surface source placed at a distance correspoding to the
range of deuteron in lithium, although it is a volume source in practice. The tilt angles of ±10º of incident
deuteron beam are taken into account so that the direction of neutron emission at 0º coincides with that of
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the incident deuteron beam. It should be noted that scattering of neutrons from lithum layer between the
surface neutron source and the back plate is neglected because the calculated TTY data are used as the
neutron source term.

Fig.1 Geometrical configuration of the lithium target and HFTM

3. Results
3.1 Applicability test of the PHITS code to IFMIF neutronics calculation
Energy distribution of the average neutron flux in the HFTM calculated by the PHITS code is compared
with the FZK result obtained by the McDelicious code2) in Fig.2. The former reproduces the latter well,
although there is a slight difference in the energy range between 10 and 25 MeV. The difference might be
due to that in the neutron source term, because the surface neutron source is assumed in the present work as
mentioned in sect. 2. Table 1 shows comparisons of the average neutron and gamma fluxes, the average dpa
rate, the total heat production, and the average heat production density. The present calculation shows
agreement with the FZK result within about 10 %. Thus, this benchmark test indicates that the PHITS code
is applicable to neutronics calculations for thermal-hydraulic design of the HFTM.

3.2 Analysis of nuclear heating in the HTFM
The spatial distribution of nuclear heating rate in the HFTM is calculated for the case where each of two
deuteron beams (2 x 125mA) impinges on the lithium target with 10º declination angle in horizontal
direction. It should be noted that the beam incidence with horizontal declination is adopted in the latest
IFMIF design3). In fig.3, the result is presented as a three-dimensional plot sliced in half at x=0. The size of
each boxel (i.e., an elementary cubic segment) is 0.5 x 0.5 x 0.5 cm3. The highest heating rate of 27 W/cm3
is obtained in the vicinity of the surface region. The spatial distribution is also plotted along the depth into
HFTM (i.e., z-axis) in Fig.4. It is found that the total heating rate is attenuated linearly with the depth and
the dependence of neutron and gamma heating upon the depth is different.
Nuclear heating for other fusion reactor candidate materials (F82H, V4Ti4Cr, SUS304, and SiC) is also
calculated in the same way using the PHITS code. For the sake of simplicity, the geometrical model used
consists of a rectangular block 20 x 5 x 5 cm3 filled with each material with the same mass density as the
normal density, in order to see rough estimation of the dependence of nuclear heat production on materials.
The result is shown in Table 2. The neutron and photo heat and their sum are almost same among three
iron-based materials (Eurofer, F82H, and SUS304), while the total heat production for SiC, is much smaller
than the other materials because the amount of photon heat released in the HFTM is considerably small.
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Fig.2. Comparison of neutron energy spectra in the HFTM between the present PHITS calculation and
the FZK result2)

Fig.3. Three-dimensional spatial distribution of nuclear heating rate calculated by assuming deuteron beam
incidence with horizontal declination
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Table 1. Physical parameters of the HFTM and results of neutronics calculations. The result of the FZK
work is take from ref.2) for comparison.
Parameter
Size
Volume
Material
Material Density
Average Neutron Flux
Average Neutron Energy
Average Gamma-ray Flux
Average dpa rate
Total Heat Production
Average Heat Production Density

Table 2.

FZK work

Present work
20 x 5 x 0.18 cm3
500 cm3
Eurofer (Fe-88.9%, Cr-9.6%,C-4.9%, ....)
6.24 g/cm3
14
2
5.86 x 10 n/cm /s
6.40 x 1014 n/cm2/s
7 MeV
7 MeV
14
2
2.33 x 10 J/cm /s
2.63 x 1014 J/cm2/s
29 dpa/fpy
31 dpa/fpy
7.0 kW
7.5 kW
14 W/cm3
15 W/cm3

Total heat production in the HFTM for different materials

material

Eurofer

F82H

V4Ti4Cr

SUS304

SiC

Total heating (kW)
Neutron (kW)

9.94
4.05

9.50
3.93

9.70
6.33

10.70
4.70

6.10
5.48

Photon (kW)

5.89

5.57

3.37

6.00

0.62

4. Discussion
4.1 Sensitivity of nuclear data library to calculation of nuclear heating and neutron flux
The neutronics calculations were performed using the PHITS code with three nuclear data libraries
(LA1506), NRG20037), and JENDL/HE-20048)) in order to see how nuclear data libraries influence
calculations of neutron flux and nuclear heating. As presented in Fig.5 and Table 3, the neutron fluxes are
almost identical among three calculations, while the total heating rates are largely different (up to 50%).
Table 3 indicates that the difference in the total heating rates is due to that in the heat generated by neutrons.
This can be easily explained from the fact that the heating numbers of 56Fe (i.e., kerma factors) included in
the libraries are obviously different, particularly in the high energy range above 20 MeV, as seen in Fig.6.
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Fig.5. Comparison of the calculated neutron fluxes
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Fig.6. Total heating number of 56Fe
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Table 3. Comparison of calculated heating rates among three nuclear data libraries (LA150,
JENDL/HE-2004, and NRG-2003)
Nuclear data library
Total heating rate (kW)
Neutron heating rate (kW)
Photo heating rate (kW)
Ratio to LA150

LA150
7.6
3.4
4.2
1

JENDL/HE-2004
11.2
6.7
4.5
1.47

NRG-2003
8.4
4.4
4.0
1.1

4.2. Validity of KERMA approximation
As neutron energy increases, production of light ions, such as protons and deuterons with relatively
high kinetic energy, becomes prominent. With an increase in the kinetic energy, the range becomes long,
e.g., the range of 50 MeV protons is 5.3 mm in Eurofer with the mass density 6.24 g/cm3. Therefore, it is
expected that the KERMA approximation assuming local energy deposition becomes worse. The PHITS
code has a feature to deal with transport of light ions in matter using the continuous slowing down
approximation. This means that the spatial spreading of the energy deposited by light ions can be taken into
account beyond the KERMA approximation in the present calculation. It should be noted that the KERMA
approximation is adopted for heavy recoils because the range is quite short. In the preceding work in FZK2),
the KERMA approximation was used in calculations of heat production. Therefore, it is of interest to
examine quantitatively the validity of the KERMA approximation in the HFTM design.
The calculation condition is same as mentioned in sect. 2, except that neutrons enter in the direction
perpendicular to the surface xy-plane of the HFTM. The PHITS calculation is implemented under the full
KERMA approximation with the total heating numbers included in the nuclear data library, which is called
the PHITS-KERMA calculation hereafter, and compared with the normal PHITS calculation mentioned in
sect. 3. First, the total heat production is calculated by varying the depth along the neutron incident
direction. The result is shown in Fig.7. Both the results are in good agreement for thickness over 1 mm. The
KERMA approximation tends to overestimate because the light ions generated by neutron-induced
reactions are likely to escape from the HFTM volume. Next, the neutron energy dependence is examined.
In the calculation, mono-energetic neutrons impinge on the HFTM with different thicknesses of 1, 5, and
10 mm, respectively. Fig.8 presents the ratios of the total heat production calculated under the full KERMA
approximation to the normal PHITS calculation. The ratios increase with increasing neutron energy and
reducing thickness, and thus the KERMA approximation becomes worse and worse. Since the maximum
energy of the source neutron in the IFMIF is about 55 MeV and the thickness of the HFTM is 25mm,
however, the KERMA approximation is found to be valid in the heat production calculation in the HFTM.
Finally, the spatial distributions of total heat production are compared between the two cases in Fig. 9. It is
found that the difference appears slightly in the vicinity of the surface because most of generated light ions
are expected to escape from the front surface.
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4.3. Sensitivity of the d-Li neutron source
The McDelicious neutron spectra used as input in the PHITS calculations mentioned early are compared
with the recent experimental data of differential thick target neutron yields measured by Baba and
co-workers9) in Fig.10. It is shown that the McDelicious calculation overestimates the production of
neutrons with energies below 5 MeV at 0º and the spectral shape is different from the observation at the
high-energy end. Consequently, it is of interest to see how this difference affects the calculated neutron flux
and heat production rate in the HFTM. In Fig.11, the PHITS result using the experimental data as the
neutron source term is compared with that using the McDelicious neutron spectra. There is no appreciable
difference between the two calculations. However, it will be necessary to improve the overestimation seen
in Fig.10 by re-evaluating the cross section data for the d + 7Li reaction.

5. Summary
The PHITS code was first applied to neutronics calculations for the high flux test module (HFTM) in
the IFMIF neutron source facility. The calculated neutron energy spectrum and nuclear heating were in
good agreement within 10% with the previous result by the FZK group. This indicates the applicability of
the PHITS code to neutronics calculations for the HFTM. The calculation using different nuclear data
libraries, LA150, NRG-2003, and JENDL/HE-2004, showed that the neutron fluxes are almost identical,
while the heating rates have a large discrepancy, reflecting the difference in the heating numbers included
in these libraries. In addition, it was confirmed that the KERMA approximation is reasonably good in
calculating the heating rates in the HFTM unless one discusses the heat generated within the small size less
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than 1 mm. Finally, the sensitivity of the Li(d,xn) neutron source term to nuclear heating in HFTM was
examined, because there are some discrepancies between the McDelicious neutron spectra used in this work
and the recent experimental data of differential thick target neutron yields. The heating calculation with the
experimental data showed no remarkable difference from that with the McDelicious neutron spectra.
The PHITS code employs the quantum molecular dynamics (QMD) model10) to describe nuclear
reactions that may take place in heavy-ion transport processes in matter. Its application to deuteron
transport calculation is not necessarily successful. In addition, there are some discrepancies between the
McDelicious calculation and experimental data as mentioned in sect. 4. Thus, we plan to study
deuteron-induced reactions with particular focus on neutron production, aiming at further upgrading of
IFMIF neutronics calculations.
Finally, our IFMIF-HTFM neutronics calculation will be linked with thermal-hydraulic design that is
being performed by the Kyushu University group11,12) in the future.
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Fig.11. Comparison of average neutron fluxes and total heat production between the PHITS calculation
with the McDelicious neutron source term2) and that with the experimental data9)
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Nuclear power plants in the world accumulate a vast amount of spent fuels. In Japan, the spent fuel
is reprocessed and is not disposed directly. Therefore utilization of this reprocessed fuel, i.e. Mixed
Oxide (MOX) Fuel, will eventually expand. Under this background, hereafter, the MOX fuel will play
a role of greater importance. It is, then, essential to understand the characteristics of the spent MOX
fuel. In this work, the uncertainty of the fission-product and actinide decay heats was studied
introducing the uncertainty of the nuclear data and the prediction accuracy of isotopic generation. At
100 year after discharge, for example, 7% error of the decay heat will be introduced by 10% uncertainty
of Pu-241 generation calculation through Am-241 production.

1.

Introduction
There are 440 nuclear power plants in the world. They hold a vast amount of spent fuels. In Japan,
the spent fuel is reprocessed and is not disposed directly. Therefore utilization of this reprocessed fuel,
i.e. Mixed Oxide (MOX) Fuel, will eventually expand.
Under this background, hereafter, the MOX fuel will play a role of greater importance. It is, then,
essential to understand the characteristics of the spent MOX fuel. Above all, the radioactivity and
decay power of spent MOX fuel are very crucial in storage or disposal terms. In this work, the
uncertainty of the fission-product and actinide decay heats was studied introducing the uncertainty of the
nuclear data and the prediction accuracy of isotopic generation.
2.

Procedure of Analyses
In this study, we made use of SWAT code system1 developed by Japan Atomic Energy Research
Institute (JAERI) and ORIGEN2 code2 developed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). Burnup
calculation is performed by SWAT code, and decay heat calculation is carried out by ORIGEN2 code.
In SWAT, typical PWR pin cell model is selected as calculation model. Component of MOX fuel is
specified as PWR33G-MOX3 (enrichment of 0.22% depleted uranium and 5.3% Pu). Calculation
conditions are as follows: Thermal power is 37.9MW/t, normal discharged burnup is 30GWd/t, and
library is JENDL3.3. Isotopic inventory calculated by SWAT is translated into the input of ORIGEN2
code.

3. Calculation Results
3.1 Spent fuel characteristics in perspective
For keeping the decay heat and radioactivity of spent fuel in perspective, Fig.1 shows the results of
standard calculation of this study. On these figures, red line means MOX fuel, while blue line means
5% enriched uranium (EU) fuel. We should pay attention to the Actinide component. The difference
that exceeds one decade is seen between MOX fuel and EU fuel in the actinide component. As a result,
total decay heat (ACT and FP) has been raised. In each cooling time, the nuclides that mainly show
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contribution are as follows: Cm-242 (~1yr), Pu-238 (~100yr), Am-241 (~500yr), Pu-240 (~104yr),
Pu-239 (~105yr), and nuclides of neptunium series (>105). Characteristics of radioactivity also indicate
similarity between MOX fuel and EU fuel (Fig.1 (b)).
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(a) Absolute of Decay heat of spent fuel
(b) Absolute of Radioactivity of spent fuel
Fig.1 Characteristics of spent fuel at 30 GWd/t
Figure 2 shows each decay heat by deference of discharged burnup per unit amount of power
generation4. The representation of decay heat per unit amount of power generation is appropriate for
the viewpoint of the economy. On MOX fuel the curve per unit amount of power generation of this
figure leads the advantage of higher burnup approach clarify.
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Fig.2 Decay heat per gigawatt (electric) year versus time after discharge
3.2 Impact of uncertainty of prediction accuracy of isotopic generation
Figure 3 indicates an example5 of discrepancy of C/E ratio for Pu vector and MAs. These figures
means that Pu isotopes have a few percent disagreement and that miner actinide isotopes have tens of
percent disagreement. Therefore, evaluation of decay heat containing their uncertainty is required. On
Pu-238, -239, -240, -241, Am-241, Cm-242, the ratio to the standard calculation result is shown about
decay heat when the combustion calculation result contains the uncertainty from 2 to 20 percent as
follows (Fig.4 (a) - (d)).
These figures show the variations of decay-heat behavior with respect to the intentional charge in the
discharge amount of each isotope, for example 239Pu in Fig.4 (a). The peak in Fig.4 (c), is not coming
directly from Pu-241 itself but through Am-241. Pu-241 decays into Am-241 with the half-life of 14.35
years. It is Pu-241 that dominates the amount of Am-241 long after discharge. Am-241 is an
important nuclide for decay heat for an important period for storing spent fuels from ten-odd years to
thousands of years. According to this figure, at 100 year after discharge, 7% error of the decay heat will
be introduced by 10% uncertainty of Pu-241 generation calculation through Am-241 production.
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Fig.3 C/E ratio for Pu-isotopes and minor actinides5
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(d) Am-241
(c) Pu-241
Fig.4 Uncertainty of the FP and actinide decay heats introduced by uncertainty of the prediction accuracy of
isotopic generation of each nuclide
3.3 Impact of uncertainty of one-group cross section
On the spent fuel storage term (several 100 years from 10 years), Am-241 is dominant nuclide.
Importance of the amount of Pu-241 has already been described. In a reactor in operation, generation of
Pu-241 is remarkable. Evaluation value6 of uncertainty of Pu-240 capture cross sections is shown in
Figure 5. In this figure, capture cross section of Pu-240 has 20% from 10% uncertainty in whole energy
range. Then the influence on decay heat when capture cross sections of Pu-240 and Pu-239 were
changed from 10 to 50 percent was examined.
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Fig.5 Evaluation value of uncertainty of Pu-240 capture cross sections6
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Figure 6 shows the peak caused by Am-241 around 500 year cooling. Fig.6 (a) indicates that decay
heat increases by 3% when the capture cross section of Pu-239 is increased by 10%. Fig.6 (b) shows
that decay heat increases by 5% when the capture cross section of Pu-240 is increased by 20%. The dip
of about 104 year results from reduction of Pu-239 and Pu-240, respectively.
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Fig.6 Uncertainty of the total decay heats introduced by uncertainty of the one-group capture cross section
4.

Summary and Future Plan
It is important to evaluate the characteristics of spent MOX fuel, especially decay heat, appropriately.
In this study, sensitivity analyses of prediction accuracy of isotopic generation and uncertainty of
one-group cross section were performed. Between 100 and 1,000 years after discharge of the spent
MOX fuel, the total decay heat is dominated by Am-241. We should pay attention to the generation of
Pu-241 which decays into Am-241. The amount of Pu-241 has a close relation to the capture cross
section of Pu-239 and -240. The uncertainty of the burnup calculation is discussed. At 100 year after
discharge, for example, 7% error of the decay heat will be introduced by 10% uncertainty of Pu-241
generation calculation through Am-241 production.
We will make sensitivity analyses of capture cross section of notable isotopes on each energy group.
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Neutron Multigroup Constant Sets of Moderator Materials
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For design assessment of low-energy neutron sources, neutron multigroup constant sets
(energy-averaged cross sections) are developed, which consist of 36 sets of multigroup constants for liquid 4 He, H2 , D2 , CH4 , H2 O and D2 O and solid CH4 at many diﬀerent temperatures. The neutron energy range between 0.1 μeV and 10 MeV are divided into 140 energy
groups at equal logarithmic intervals. The angular distribution of scattered neutrons is represented by the expansion in Legendre polynomials up to order 3. The multigroup constants
at energies below 10 eV are generated using physical models of a double-diﬀerential scattering cross section for the moderator materials, which are newly developed for describing
low-energy neutron scattering in terms of the general considerations of molecular dynamics
and structures inherent in liquid and solid phases.
Most of the calculated cross-section results are compared with many experimental measurements, both double-diﬀerential and total, at various material temperatures and neutron
energies. Availability of the constant sets are demonstrated by the multigroup neutron
transport analyses for production of ultra-cold(∼ 0.3 μeV), cold(∼ 2 meV) and thermal(∼
25 meV) neutrons. Features of the multigroup constant sets for each moderator material
and typical results of low-energy neutron production are reported in the present study.

1

Introduction

Although a variety of moderators have been actually used for low-energy neutron sources,
most of them are hydrogenous liquids because of the following advantages: large scattering
cross section leading to rapid moderation and small source volume; good removal of neutron
kinetic energy by excitation of molecular motions; favorable refrigeration requirements due, in
some liquids, to low melting and boiling points; and much less technical problems as compared
with solid moderators at the time of heat dissipation and radiation damage. Hence, moderator
materials to be taken up below are liquid H2 , D2 , CH4 , H2 O and D2 O, together with solid CH4
and liquid 4 He. The last two materials are selected from the viewpoints of an eﬃcient solid
moderator for production of an intense cold neutron beam and a speciﬁc liquid moderator for
an ultracold neutron source.
At present, available experimental data for the moderator materials are very limited in
comprehensive tabulations and interpolations. Consequently, scattering cross section models
are newly developed to describe major features of neutron scattering in the liquid and solid
moderators for neutron energies E between 0.1 μeV and 10 eV[1, 2]. This aims at generating
a cross section library available for research and development of advanced neutron sources to
produce ultracold(∼ 0.3 μeV), very cold(∼ 10μeV) and cold(∼ 2 meV) neutrons. By use of
the cross section models, together with an evaluated nuclear data ﬁle for E ≥ 10 eV, a total
of 36 sets of 140-group constants (averaged cross sections over the energies of each group) are
systematically generated in the energy range between 0.1 μeV and 10 MeV. Accordingly, it
becomes possible to evaluate slowing-down of ﬁssion/spallation neutrons and thermalization to
thermal and cold neutrons, including the production and storage of ultracold neutrons.
1
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Table 1. Group constant sets for moderator materials at temperatures.
Material
Ns T
Nm in order of T
σa,th
σfr
Liquid 4 He
11 0.1,0.3,0.5,0.6
2.189 in common
2.34×10−7 0.760
0.7,0.8,0.9,1.0
2.189 in common
1.5,2.0,2.5
2.190,2.197,2.180
Liquid para-H2
2
14.0,20.4
2.30,2.11
0.665
41.0
2
14.0,20.4
2.31,2.12
0.665
41.0
Liquid ortho-H2
14.0,20.4
2.31,2.12
0.665
41.0
Liquid normal-H2 2
−3
2
18.7,23.6
2.61,2.45
1.04×10
6.80
Liquid para-D2
Liquid ortho-D2
2
18.7,23.6
2.61,2.45
1.04×10−3 6.80
18.7,23.6
2.61,2.45
1.04×10−3 6.80
Liquid normal-D2 2
Solid CH4
3
20.4,50.0,90.7
1.99,1.92,1.83
1.33
86.8
2
90.7,111.7
1.70,1.59
1.33
86.8
Liquid CH4
Liquid H2 O
4
278,300,325,350 3.35,3.33,3.30,3.26 0.665
44.8
4
278,300,325,350 3.35,3.33,3.30,3.26 1.04×10−3 10.6
Liquid D2 O
where Ns (number of sets), T (K), Nm (×1022 molecules cm−3 ),
σa,th (b molecule−1 ) at Eth = 25 meV and σfr (b molecule−1 ) at E = 10 eV.

2

Generation of Multigroup Constant Sets

The high-energy part for E ≥ 1 eV(energy group g ≤ 70) and the low-energy part for E ≤ 10
eV(g ≥ 61) are made up separately and then combined into one set. The overlapping energy
region between 1 and 10 eV is prepared to make a gradual transition between the two parts:
this is made using the expression of W ×(the high-energy part) + (1 − W )×(the low-energy
part) with the weight W = (E − 1)/9 for E = 1 − 10 eV. The resulting group constants are
examined with total scattering cross sections, integral quantities(e.g., averaged scattering angle
and averaged energy transfer) and neutron energy spectra. The high-energy part is produced
using the Japanese evaluated nuclear data library JENDL-3.3[3] and the nuclear data processing
program NJOY[4]. The low-energy part is created by use of double-diﬀerential scattering cross
section models developed theoretically for liquid and solid moderator materials. Low-energy
neutron scattering by molecular dynamics inherent in each material is generally described and
the calculated cross-section results are compared with many experimental measurements, both
double-diﬀerential and total, at many diﬀerent temperatures and neutron energies. Slowingdown and thermalization properties are analyzed by calculating neutron energy spectra for
moderator models in relatively simple geometries such as an inﬁnite slab and a ﬁnite slab surrounded by a vacuum. All the results are reported in research papers on scientiﬁc journal:
liquid 4 He[5, 6, 7, 8], liquid H2 [9, 10, 11], liquid D2 [12, 13, 14], solid CH4 [15, 16, 17], liquid
CH4 [15, 16, 17], liquid H2 O[18, 19], and liquid D2 O[19, 20].
Table 1 summarizes the group constant sets generated for the seven diﬀerent materials at
various temperatures, mostly between melting and boiling points. For liquid H2 and D2 , two
sorts of sets, distinguished by the spin states of para and ortho, are prepared in order to make
up a mixture with an arbitrary-chosen para:ortho ratio. In Table 1, σfr is the free atom cross
section (b molecule−1 ) at E = 10 eV and σa,th is the absorption cross section (b molecule−1 )
at a thermal neutron energy Eth = 25 meV. By use of σa,th , an absorption
(radiative capture)

cross section σa (E) as a function of E is deﬁned by σa (E) = σa,th Eth /E. One exception is
σa (E) of liquid 4 He which is given by σa (E) = 1/(Nm τβ v) due to the neutron β-decay with
density Nm of molecules (molecules cm−3 )
a lifetime τβ = 885.7 s, together with
 the number−1
5
and a neutron speed v = 2.20 × 10 E/Eth cm s . For reference, the value of Nm for each
2
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material is also presented as an equilibrium or theoretical value at given temperature since it
is required for making up macroscopic cross section tables for neutron transport analyses. The
group constant sets have the following structure and property:
1. Neutron energy range between 0.1 μeV and 10 MeV,
2. A total of 140 energy groups at equal logarithmic energy intervals(i.e. 10 groups per energy
decade),
3. Expansion of the angular distribution of scattered neutrons in Legendre polynomials up
to order 3,
4. Weighting energy spectrum of a neutron ﬂux by a combination of Maxwellian, 1/E and
ﬁssion spectra as a function of E,
5. Microscopic cross sections(b molecule−1 ) in ANISN-type cross section tables (text form,
length IHM=282, position IHT=3, groups IGM=140) though not multiplied by the Legendre factor (2l + 1).
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Figure 1: Total cross sections of various moderator materials at temperatures shown, together
with an eﬀective absorption cross section due to the neutron β-decay.
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In addition, it is worth noting the deﬁnition of the group constants, i.e. energy-averaged scattering cross sections associated with the change of neutron energies from group g to g  ,
 1
 Eg−1
 Eg −1
l

d cos θ
dE
dE  wg (E)σs (E → E  , θ)Pl (cos θ)
σs (g → g ) = 2π
−1

Eg

Eg 

(l = 0, 1, ..., L; g and g  = 1, 2, ..., G)

(1)

where σs (E → E  , θ) is the double-diﬀerential scattering cross section for initial and ﬁnal energies, E and E  respectively, at scattering angle θ, wg (E) is the intergroup weighting spectrum,
Pl (cos θ) is the Legendre polynomial of order l, and Eg−1 and Eg are, respectively, the upper
and lower energy boundaries of energy group g and given by
 g
E0 
Eg = E0 exp − ln
(2)
G EG
with E0 = 10 MeV, EG = 0.1 μeV, L = 3 and G = 140. Numerical methods for calculation of
σs (E → E  , θ) and σsl (g → g  ) are described in detail and illustrated with physical cross section
models[1, 2]. The total cross sections of scattering and absorption in group g are deﬁned as,
respectively,
σs,g =

G

g  =1


σa,g =

σs0 (g → g  )

(3)

Eg−1

Eg

wg (E)σa (E)dE.

(4)

Then the total cross section for any type of neutron reaction is given by
σt,g = σs,g + σa,g .

(5)

Figure 1 shows σt,g for various moderator materials at speciﬁed temperatures in the whole energy
range from 0.1 μeV (group 140) to 10 MeV (group 1), together with σa,g of liquid 4 He due to
the neutron β-decay.

3
3.1

Demonstration of Low-energy Neutron Production
Production and Storage of Ultracold Neutrons in Liquid 4 He

Multigroup constants of liquid 4 He are generated by using the cross-section model[6] developed for neutron scattering in liquid 4 He at temperatures between 0.1 and 4.2 K. The
model describes some fundamental excitations in superﬂuid and normal 4 He in terms of phononroton (quasi-particle) excitation at temperatures below Tλ = 2.172 K and density mode (noncondensate component) excitation at all temperatures[21], together with an elastic scattering
collision with a 4 He nucleus for incident energies above about 10 meV. The temperature dependence of these excitations is veriﬁed by comparison with the experimental results of scattering
cross sections, both double-diﬀerential and total [5, 6]. Figure 2 shows the scattering cross section σs0 (g → g  ) of liquid 4 He at 0.1 and 1.5 K. The production of ultracold neutron (UCN) in
liquid 4 He occurs by a single down-scattering event for a cold neutron with an incident energy
of about 1 meV, because neutron with an energy of 1 meV transfers its almost entire energy and
momentum to a phonon in liquid 4 He at the intersection of the free neutron dispersion curve
with the phonon-roton one. The UCN production is found in Fig. 2 as a peak near the incident
energy of 1.0 meV and ﬁnal energy of 0.1 μeV.
4
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Figure 2: Scattering cross sections σs0 (g → g  ) of liquid 4 He at 0.1 K (left) and 1.5 K (right).

Neutron E nergy Spectrum (n/cm2/sec/meV )

To demonstrate UCN production in liquid 4 He, an UCN source is modeled as an inﬁnite-slab
geometry with a thickness of 3 m. An isotropic plane neutron source with an intensity of 2×1010
cm−2 s−1 , emitting cold neutrons with a Maxwellian spectrum at 20 K, is located at left boundary
of the slab, so that one half of the source neutrons enters into the slab. Boundary conditions
particular to UCNs are considered, that is, there are no incoming neutrons with energies above
0.316 μeV (1 ≤ g ≤ 135) at both boundaries (i.e. vacuum boundary condition), while UCNs
with energies below 0.316 μeV (136 ≤ g ≤ 140) are totally reﬂected at the surfaces. Neutron
energy spectra calculated at an opposite side to the cold-neutron source are shown in Fig. 3,
together with the Maxwellian spectrum of the cold neutron source with a neutron temperature
of 20 K. Storage of UCNs is obvious especially at lower temperatures, thus yielding the UCN
density of 7.7 × 104 cm−3 below 0.5 K. It is to be noted that the UCN production by downscattering of a 1-meV neutron is almost independent of liquid temperature. On the contrary, as
temperature is raised, up-scattering of an UCN becomes signiﬁcant instead of disappearance by
the neutron β-decay. This is due to an increase in the number of thermally-excited phonons in
liquid 4 He at higher temperatures.
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Figure 3: Neutron energy spectra for a liquid-4 He source model at temperatures shown, together
with a cold-neutron source spectrum having a Maxwellian distribution at 20 K.
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3.2

Converter Characteristics of Liquid H2 and D2

Liquid H2 , both in the para state(anti-parallel spins of two protons) and in the ortho
state(parallel spins), is eﬃcient for producing high-density cold neutrons. This is due to the
following properties: (a)a large scattering cross section, (b)a para-to-ortho(e.g. J = 0 → 1) transition for free molecular rotations with energy levels EJ = 15 × J(J + 1)/2 meV (J = 0, 1, 2, ...)
and (c)a thermal translational motion of a molecule with kinetic energies around kB T ∼ 2 meV
where kB is the Boltzmann constant. In order to describe low-energy neutron scattering in liquid H2 , the cross section model[9] has been developed as a generalization of the Young-Koppel
model for gaseous H2 [22]. Various intermolecular motions are fully taken into account: a very
short-time free-gas like translation, a short-lived vibration of about 5.3 meV due to molecular
interaction, and a long-time diﬀusive motion with a temperature dependent diﬀusion coeﬃcient. Coherent scattering in liquid para-H2 is also included in a convolution approximation
based on the experimental static structure factor. Besides, the following intramolecular motions
are considered: nuclear-spin correlations, free quantized rotations of a molecule and harmonic
stretching vibrations (∼ 0.546 eV) of an atomic bond. A satisfactory agreement with the experimental cross section results, both double-diﬀerential and total has been found for various
neutron energies and liquid temperatures [9, 11, 12]. In Fig. 4, σs0 (g → g  ) for liquid normal-H2
at 14 K is shown. Since liquid normal-H2 with a para:ortho ratio of 1:3 is mainly incoherent
scatterer, it has a large scattering cross section to indicate neutron slowing down at E > about
10 meV and a quasi-elastic scattering cross section at lower E, together with a up-scattering
component for lower-energy neutrons to gain a kinetic energy of 15 meV by the J = 1 → 0 transition. The cross-section model of liquid D2 is also described in common with liquid H2 except
for the following points: the energy levels EJ = 7.5 × J(J + 1)/2 meV from the rotation of a
D2 molecule, the vibrational energies of about 2.6 meV from an intermolecular vibration and
the intramolecular vibrational energy of 386 meV, together with a very small absorption cross
section for pure liquid D2 . The cross-section model of liquid D2 is found to be in good agreement
with the experimental results of cold neutron scattering cross sections, both double-diﬀerential
and total [9, 12, 13, 14].

Figure 4: Scattering cross sections σs0 (g → g  ) of normal-H2 at 14 K (left) and liquid normal-D2
at 18.7 K (right).
To see converter characteristics of liquid normal-, para- and ortho-H2 at 20.4 K, a coldneutron source is modeled as a bare-slab geometry with a thickness a to be varied, An isotropic
plane neutron source with an intensity of 2 × 1010 cm−2 s−1 , emitting thermal neutrons with a
Maxwellian spectrum at 300 K, is located at the left boundary. Neutron energy spectra at the
right boundary are calculated by varying a so that a cold neutron ﬂux for E ∼ 2 meV may
be maximized. The selected values of a are about 3, 2 and 2 cm for liquid para-, normal- and
6
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ortho-H2 , respectively. The energy spectra obtained are shown in Fig. 5. A para-H2 converter is
superior in producing cold neutrons on account of the para-to-ortho transition of a H2 molecule
(i.e. an eﬃcient down-scattering of a thermal neutron) and a small total cross section for cold
neutrons below about 15 meV (i.e. a good penetrating property). It is to be noted that upscattering of cold and lower-energy neutrons is caused by an ortho-to-para transition with an
energy transfer of 15 meV and a de-excitation of intermolecular vibration with a characteristic
energy of about 6 meV. This behavior may be slightly seen from Fig. 5 in terms of the shoulders
of energy spectra for liquid normal- and ortho-H2 at energies around 15 meV.

Figure 5: Neutron energy spectra for slab moderators of liquid para-, normal- and ortho-H2 at
20.4 K, together with the Maxwellian neutron-source spectrum at 300 K.

3.3

Cold Neutron Source of Solid and Liquid CH4 in a Thermal Neutron Field

Among various realistic hydrogenous moderators, solid CH4 has a relatively high hydrogenatom density that is advantageous to fast-neutron slowing-down in a narrow region with a small
time spread. For thermal neutrons thus produced, there are some low-energy exchange modes,
both intra- and intermolecular, for cold neutron production. A typical one is nearly free rotation
of a CH4 molecule in solid and liquid phases. By the excitation of rotational motions with energy
levels EJ = 1.3 × J(J + 1)/2 meV (J = 0, 1, 2, ...), most of thermal neutrons are downscattered
to yield cold neutrons. For intermolecular motions, low-frequency lattice vibrations in solid
phase and translational vibrations in liquid phase may possibly contribute to the moderation
of thermal neutrons. On the basis of these viewpoints, neutron scattering cross sections for
solid CH4 in the temperature range from 20.4 to 90.7 K and for liquid CH4 at temperatures
between 90.7 and 111.7 K are evaluated theoretically as cross-section models[15]. Major features
of the cross-section models are as follows: short-time free rotation of a CH4 molecule and
long-time isotropic rotational diﬀusion with a temperature-dependent relaxation constant. The
former is very eﬃcient for cold neutron production by successive inelastic scatterings, while the
latter gives rise to quasi-elastic scattering accompanied with very small energy transfer. The
other features are the inclusion of molecular translations such as very short-time free-gas like
motion, short-lived vibration of about 6.45 meV and longtime diﬀusion(only in the liquid phase).
The intramolecular vibrations with two characteristic energies of 0.170 and 0.387 eV are also

7
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considered. A good agreement with the experimentally-measured cross-sections, both doublediﬀerential and total, at many diﬀerent temperatures is found [15]. Figure 6 shows scattering
cross sections σs0 (g → g  ) of solid and liquid CH4 . At low temperatures quasi-elastic scattering by
the molecular rotational diﬀusion becomes dominant while up-scattering at low energies below
1 meV is relatively suppressed. This is shown in Fig. 1 in terms of a gradual increase in σt,g
with decreasing neutron energies below 1 meV.

Figure 6: Scattering cross sections σs0 (g → g  ) of solid CH4 at 20.4 K (left) and liquid CH4 at
90.7 K (right).

A cold-neutron source is modeled as a slab geometry with a thickness of D = 15 cm. A
uniformly distributed source of an intensity of 1 n cm−3 s−1 is located throughout the moderator,
emitting epithermal neutrons with energies of group 61 (7.94 eV ≤ E ≤ 10 eV). A set of neutron
energy spectra at the slab center is shown in Fig. 7 in which the magnitudes are normalized in
the energy region of a 1/E component. It is ascertained that, with increasing D more than 15
cm, there is little change of an energy spectrum in magnitude and shape. This means that almost
equilibrium spectra characterizing each of the moderators are obtained for D = 15 cm. Since a
Maxwellian plus 1/E spectrum is well ﬁtted, a neutron temperature TN and a cold-neutron gain
can be determined systematically as a function of moderator temperature. Consequently, good
moderating properties of solid CH4 at 20.4 K are found especially in terms of a variation of TN
in direct proportion to moderator temperature and a good agreement of TN with experimental
results [16, 17].
3.4

Thermalization of Fission Neutrons in Liquid H2 O and D2 O

Cold and thermal neutron scattering in liquid H2 O has been described in terms of the physical cross section model[18]. The microscopic dynamics of water molecules is fully represented
from very general consideration of jump diﬀusion, intermolecular vibration, hindered rotation
and intramolecular vibration at temperatures between melting and boiling points. Furthermore,
the cross-section model has been employed to treat neutron scattering by liquid D2 O[20]. Coherent neutron scattering is expressed in a convolution approximation based on the partial static
structure factors for pairs of DD, DO and OO. For the double-diﬀerential and total cross sections
of liquid H2 O and D2 O, satisfactory agreement with the neutron scattering experiments has been
found [18, 19, 20]. It is shown that the inclusion of water molecule dynamics is essential for
proper understanding and reproduction of the experimentally-observed behavior of low-energy
neutron scattering. This is in marked contrast to the molecular-gas models for H2 O[23] and
D2 O[24]. Figure 8 shows σs0 (g → g  ) for liquid H2 O and D2 O at 300 K. The following features are observed: quasi-elastic scattering components centered around initial energies below
8
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Figure 7: Neutron energy spectra for slab moderators of solid and liquid CH4 at temperatures
shown. The characters S and L, respectively, mean solid and liquid phases.

about 10 meV and up-scattering peaks for ﬁnal energies ∼ 5-60 meV by the de-excitation of
intermolecular vibration and hindered rotation.

Figure 8: Scattering cross sections σs0 (g → g  ) of liquid H2 O at 300 K (left) and D2 O at 300 K
(right).

To demonstrate thermalization of fast neutrons, inﬁnite homogeneous mediums such as pure
liquid H2 O and D2 O at 300 K, liquid D2 O containing slightly liquid H2 O (0.25, 1, 3 and 10
%), and liquid H2 O poisoned with a 1/v absorber (3.15 and 6.04 b H−1 at Eth , instead of 0.333
b H−1 for pure liquid H2 O) are prepared. Spatially-uniform neutron sources emitting ﬁssion
neutrons with an average energy of 2 MeV are located in the medium. Neutron energy spectra
in the whole energy range 0.1 μeV to 10 MeV are shown in Fig. 9, though normalized to the
1/E component around 10 eV. Moderating properties to thermal neutrons vary systematically
according to the H2 O content in liquid D2 O and the poison concentration in liquid H2 O. This
may also be characterized in terms of a neutron temperature and a thermal neutron gain to
be estimated by a least-square ﬁtting of a Maxwellian plus 1/E spectrum. A notable feature
of the inﬁnite-medium energy spectra is that there are signiﬁcant non-Maxwellian deviations
at varying temperatures, caused by water molecular dynamics, i.e. a jump diﬀusion process

9
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with translational diﬀusion and intermolecular vibration, and a hindered rotation with a broad
distribution of energies around 80 meV [19]. This spectral behavior is essentially in contrast to
the corresponding energy spectra by molecular gas models.

Figure 9: Inﬁnite medium energy spectra of neutron ﬂuxes in liquid H2 O, liquid D2 O and their
mixtures at 300 K. The experimental data by Beyster [25] are shown by full circles.

4

Concluding Remarks

A total of 36 sets of multigroup constants for 6 moderator materials are developed and
conﬁrmed to be applicable in the wide range of neutron energies from 0.1 μeV (UCN) to 10
MeV (ﬁssion neutron) by the neutron multigroup transport analysis. The cross section library
has been released at OECD/NEA Data Bank and RIST NUCIS [26]. The authors expect it to
serve for research and development of advanced low-energy neutron sources. Optimum design
of pulsed spallation neutron sources may be made in terms of low-energy neutron intensity and
pulse characteristics.
Since the present multigroup library is developed as the ANISN type of 140-group constant
sets, it is also necessary to generate scattering-law ﬁles for continuous energy Monte Carlo
calculations. For further research, it is desirable to treat other moderating materials such as,
for instance, solid CH4 in phase II below 20.4 K, solid D2 and solid CD4 , together with reﬂector
and structure materials.
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